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lo APPL-ICATIONS DIVISION
The current primary objective of the Applications Division is
the development of an electric vacuiim gyroscope. This instrument,
a free (two-axis) gyro having long-term high precision for inertiaJL
navigation, consists of a free spinning (coasting) spherical metal
rotor accurately supported in ultra-high vacuum by servo-controlled
high-voltage electric fields. The particular design employs a
servo-motor driven follow-up to maintain precisely symmetrical
orientation (with respect to the spin axis of the rotor) of the case
and levitation (support) electrode assembly. This minimizes the
effect of deviations from perfect rotor sphericity. Six electrodes
provide supporting forces along three mutually perpendiciilar axes.
The support voltage is controlled by a resonant circuit type of
levitation servo which, in one form, employs only passive elements
and a high frequency alternating current power source. The rotor
and electrodes are assembled in a precision, vacuum tight, sealed
off but demountable ceramic housing. Ultra-high vacuum (lO mm
Hg) is maintained without benefit of a bake -out, by means of a
permanently attached, radio tube size, titanium ion pump. Data
pickoff is accomplished optically through two sets of diametrically
opposite photo microscopes looking at the rotor through sapphire
windows seaJLed in the ceramic housing.
One pickoff system scans a zigzag pattern around the equator
of the rotor; another requiring no special markings, employs cross
correlation of signals arising from microscopic surface texture.
Magnetic shielding is employed to eliminate spurious induction
10
torques o The rotor is initially accelerated to speed by induction
motor coils which are iinused during operation. Rundown time will
be measured in years.
The gyro development effort has stimulated a number of funda-
mental investigations of which a study of high voltage vacuum
breakdown phenomenon is not the least important. The present art
permits reasonably reliable levltation of solid two-inch spherical
rotors under laboratory conditions. Since ligihtweight hoiLlow rotors
will be employed in future experiments, the high voltage problem does
not impose an immediate levitation^. Fundamental research in ultra-
high vacuum and the associated development of techniques has led to
completely satisfactory solutions (such as the development of the
titanium ion pump) for aJJL of the gyro vacuum problems.
The following sections deal with various aspects of the gyro
development program and research efforts. Some of the work (such as
the clump hypothesis experiment*) is not represented because the amount
of experimental data is still insufficient to warrant a rejKDrt,
H. W, Knoebel
Ao Levitation Servo
lo Electric Feedback Stabilization
An experimental investigation was made of saturable reac-
tors and magnetic amplifiers for use as stabilizing control elements
in the passive element levitation servo. Ferrite and magnetic tape
toroidal cores were tested as saturable reactors. All were eliminated
^Coordinated Science Laboratory Progress Report, September, Octdb&t,
November, 1959
o
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either because of excessive heating due to high core losses or
because of their low gain. Sat\xrable reactors using "E" cores of
Ferroxcube 3C were redesigned to operate with a reasonable tem-
perature rise (less than kO C.) while levitating a solid ball
«
These reactors were added to the solid ball system with the damping
capacitors. Both positive with derivative and negative feedback
stabilizing networks were tried. The results of these tests were
inconclusive although it was possible to operate the system nearer
the resonant frequency.
A single-stage transistor amplifier is now being added to each
saturable reactor control circuit to increase the minor loop feed-
back gain in order to increase the stability of the major loop.
An attempt was made to levitate the solid ball using only the
saturable reactors for stabilization. This was unsuccessful, at
least partially, due to a lack of sufficient source voltage at the
higher operating frequency.
Self-saturating magnetic amplifiers were also investigated for
use as control elements. The most promising utilizes l/k mill
Pennalloy tape cores in a full-wave AC output configuration. This
amplifier could be used if the levitation servo operating frequency
can be moved nearer resonance than the present operating frequency.
The large inductive load seen by the magnetic amplifier at fre-
quencies far above resonance of the levitating servo cause the am-
plifier to become unstable.
B. Kirkwood
12
2o Experiments
In the present experiments on the resonant support of
the gyro rotor, the three-phase voltage source has a frequency of 70
KcpSo Higher performance should result by going to a higher fre-
quency. The limited band width of the resonant circuits in the pre-
sent system makes the stability problem very difficult at higher
loop gains o A three-phase power source operating at IMjps has been
designed and is under construction.
All parts are available for the assembly of another
gyro in a glass envelope « This will be the first assembly in which
a hollow (rather than solid) beryllium rotor with a preferred spin
SLxis will be used,
D. R. Allen
3. Re Fo Bridge
In previous progress reports, frequent mention is made
of capacitor -bridge circuits to be used for rotor translations!
position measurements. The bridge and its associated circuitry will
produce a DC voltage with polarity and amplitude proportional to
direction and amount of displacement of the rotor. This output volt-
age could be used to drive a feedback loop to either servo control
the high voltage levitating fields in an active system, or add in-
creased accuracy in a passive element levitation system.
Gain and stability requirements on this bridge circuit
are severe. It is desired to sense a translations! movement of
-6
10 inches and produce a DC output voltage of approximately 0.1
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volt. The bridge circuit must not disturb the levitating circuit,
i.e., must present a high impedance at the levitating frequencies.
The geoaDoetry of the ball and electrodes is such that a translational
movement of 10 inch gives a change in ball electrode capacity of
approximately O.OOii- micro-micro farads. The impedance requirement
on the bridge causes this to appear as Oo00005 micro-micro farad
change in the bridge arm. Therefore, high gain and extremely stable
components are necessary to obtain the desired output from such a
minute change in electrode capacity.
During the past quarter, a bridge circuit using a 10
mc driving voltage was designed and constructed with particular
care given to layout and construction techniques. A phase sensi-
tive demodulator was used, the phase of the error signal being
compared with the phase of the driver oscillator to give polarity
(direction) information.
To test the sensitivity, the bridge was unbalanced by
O0OO28 micro-micro farads. The resultant output voltage was 6.5
volts. Scsiling this to the 0,00005 micro-micro farads (which is
the smallest increment desired to sense) gives an output of 0.093
volts which is very close to the desired output of 0,1 volt. Cur-
rently, the bridge is being set up for long time stability measure-
ments .
Ho V. Krone
B, Optical Orientation Sensing - Zigzag Pattern
1. Data Processor
The Progress Report of March, April, May I958 (Pll)
Ik
describes a synchronous detector correlation circuit for use with the
zigzag pattern optical orientation sensing system. The system des-
cribed uses a separate detector for each microscope.
A system is currently being designed which differs in
two respects from the previous one. First, the outputs of diametri-
cally opposite microscopes are combined and applied to a single de-
tector for each axis. Secondly, the reference frequency for the
synchronous detector is derived from an oscillator that is phase
locked with the second harmonic of the ball pattern. The phase lock
is accomplished by the use of a DC <^adricorrelator Circuit that will
pull the oscillator in synchronism and phase lock with the pattern
second harmonic.
The ball pattern frequency component to be used as a
phase reference for the synchronous detector varies in amplitude as
the cosine of an angle proportionaJ. to the angle between the rotor
equator (center of the zigzag pattern) and the latitude examined by
the microscope. This means that for deviations from the pattern
center the phase of the reference will remain unchanged but its
amplitude will change. The use of the phase locked oscillator pro-
vides a stable reference in the presence of fluctuations due to
pattern defects and microscope displacements. It also reduces the
probability of an improper reference phase which can occur if there
is a miscoimt when the second harmonic is counted down for a
reference
.
H. V. Krone
W. 0. Unruh
1. Richmond, "The DC Qaadricorrelator : A Two Mode Synchronization
System" Proc. I. R. E,, January 195^, vol. k2, pp. 288-299,
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2c Optical Pickup
During this period, work started on testing of photo-
trajisistors as a possible replacement for the photomultipliers now
used in the optical read-out system, and especially for use with the
zigzag pattern data processor
»
The phototransistor and its optical system has many
advantages over the present photomultiplier and its associated optics.
These include (l) a reduction in size of sensing element by ten to
one ratio, (2) reduction in size of associated optics by ten to one
ratio, (3) replacement of a 5OO-I5OO VDC regulated photomultiplier
power supply by a 3-6 VDC battery or power supply, and (k) reduction
in size and power requirement of the light source.
Sensitivity measurements conducted with a Dumont 6365
photomultiplier, and using a kO watt incandescent lamp for a light
source, produced a 0o2 volt peak to peak signal when viewing a
zigzag pattern of black ink on aluminumo Similar tests conducted
with a 2N^9 phototransistor produced an output signal of O0O5 volt
peak to peak with a fo\xt watt incandescent light source. For the
phototransistor tests, an additional transistor amplifier followed
the phototransistor to increase the peak to peak signal level to
about 7oO volts o The prototype microscope assembly will house a
feedback transistor amplifier along with the phototransistor and
light source o This combination will produce a signal at a rela-
tively high signal level and low output impedance for coupling to
the zigzag pattern data processor
o
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The data processor, as previously mentioned in past pro-
gress reports, will be modified to accept the outputs from the two
diametrically opposite microscopes. These two signals will then be
compared with a voltage reference so that the signals will be of
equal amplitude when added in order that translational movements of
the rotor will not produce an error signal
c
Ro W, Anderson
3. Pattern Application
Since the electronic and optical portions of the zigzag
pattern scheme have already been successfully demonstrated, the
biggest remaining problem is that of putting a pattern on the ball.
Five conditions must be satisfied for a pattern to be
considered successful.
(1) Vacuum compatibility. The pattern must not seri-
-9
ously affect the hi^ vacuum of approximately 10
mm Hgo
(2) Breakdown. The pattern must not introduce further
breakdown problems
o
(3) Optical reflectivity. There must be a large ratio
of opticaJ. reflection coefficients between the
machined surface of the gyro and the zigzag pat-
tern surface,
{k) Durability. The pattern must be relatively dur-
able. A preliminary test for durability is the
"Scotch Tape" test wherein the pattern must with-
stand stripping off of adhesive tape.
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(5) Torque-free operation. The pattern must not
induce any torques on the levitated gyro, such as
torques that may be due to accumulated charge on
a pattern having an insulated surface. Only a
pattern which satisfactorily passes the first
four conditions above will be tested for this
condition, because of the difficxilty of this test.
The following work has been accomplished in the last
quarter:
a. Inks , An ink which appears to satisfy conditions
(l), (3), and (k) has been obtained. Samples have been prepared in
order to test condition (2),
b. Vacuum Depositing of Thin Metallic Films , In vacuum
depositing metal films, emphasis has been placed on copper because
of the greater ease of depositing it and the relatively low reflec-
tivity of copper compared with aluminum (the rotor material) at the
lower optical wavelengths. Copper films satisfy conditions (l) and
(k), but preliminary tests were discouraging with respect to condi-
tion (3). Samples have been prepared for testing condition (2),
c. Anodizing , A consulting laboratory has been en-
gaged for the purpose of preparing anodized and dyed samples of
both aluminum and beryllium in order to test the above conditions.
High voltage vacuum breakdown apparatus is being readied for testing
condition (2).
D, Skaperdas
2, Hardy and Perrin, The Principles of Optics , McGraw-Hill and
Company, 1932, p. 14-02,
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C. Optical Orientation Sensing - Odd Harmonic Filtering
of Random Pattern
Mechanical and electrical improvements have been made on
the cylindrical air bearing test fixture. Measiirements were made
by adding the outputs of two diametrically placed photomultipliers
-3
viewing 10 inch typical diameter spots of a random pattern of
sprayed black paint » Odd harmonics of the rotor speed at 100, 300,
and 500 cps» were added to obtain a null that showed a resetable
-5
sensitivity of 5 x 10 radians, but sides of the null were erratic
in slope and poorly suited as a servo error signal. Although more
odd harmonics could be added to give an improved null shape, the
required sharp filters seriously reduce the range of permissable
rotor speeds,
A phase comparison system, in which the two photomulti-
o
plier outputs are shiifted 90 and multiplied to obtain a null, is
being designed. This promises advantages of larger rotor speed
range and insensitivity to differences in photomultiplier gain,
J, Gooch
D, Optical Orientation Sensing - Storage Tube Processing
of a Random Pattern
The possibility of using a barrier grid storage tube pro-
cessor for orientation sensing using a random pattern has been
investigated with encouraging results. This technique utilizes the
storage tube as a sibtraction device having a conveniently variable
delay. The signal resulting from the passage of the random pattern
past one photo pickup microscope is delayed by exactly one -half
the rotor period and subtracted from the output of a similar
19
microscope positioned exactly l80 degrees from the first. If both
microscopes are positioned at the same latitude, the signals will
be identical and will yield a zero difference. On the other hand,
if the two microscopes examine slightly different latitudes, the
difference signal will be non zero, thus providing an error signal.
This error signal does not provide sense information and, in common
with other random pattern processing schemes, will require time
shared processing with a position modulated spot or the use of
multiple spots to produce sense information in addition to the
error signal magnitude.
In using the storage tube as a subtraction device, the
error signal is obtained from the storage tube collector. The stor-
fiige surface is scanned with a constant beam current and the input
signal is applied to the backplate. The barrier grid is grounded.
This mode of operation produces an output as the beam scans a given
storage location only if the backplate input signal at that time is
different from its value when the beam previously scanned the same
location. If the backplate input signal is identical on successive
scans, the collector yields no output signal.
Rather crude measurements have been made with this type of
processor using a TCM-lii- storage tube made by Compagnie Generale de
Telegraphie Sans Fil and an air bearing supported cylindrical rotor
having a random pattern applied by a light spraying with black paint.
The random pattern contained spots varying from 2 x 10 to 2 x 10
inches in diameter. The optical pickoff microscopes were apertured
20
_3
to provide a 10 -^ inch spot at the rotor surface. It was possible
-k
to locate the microscope positions to a precision of about 10
inches using circuitry largely adapted from already existing
storage tube testing equipment. The limitations in this experi-
ment did not consist of the storage tube disturbance or lack of
cancellation, but rather originated in large part from slight jitter
in the scanning raster used for the storage tube and minute bouncing
of the rotor on its air bearing.
It seems that it should be possible to increase the sensi-
tivity of this technique by the additional order of magnitude
desired by using more precise storage tube circuitry and particu-
larly by improving the fineness of the pattern on the rotor. It is
expected that the use of a surface etch on the rotor will provide
the finer grain reflectivity pattern required. The use of polishing
and machining marks on the rotor as the pattern may be inappropriate
since the individual mark lengths are frequently too long to yield
decorrelation distances of about 10 "^ or less.
W. Uhruh
E. Ceramic Envelope and Rotors
Techniques for directly fusing glass pumping leads to
ceramic end caps have been successfully achieved. The process of
fabricating the final model ceramic end caps is nearly complete.
The final phase, that of fusing sapphire windows to the
ceramic housing, is now under way. A hydrogen furnace enclosure
for this purpose ha.s been constructed, successfully tested, and is
21
ciirrently being utilized.
Two hollow 'berylliinn rotors are on hand and a very pre-
cisely spherical, although not balanced, aluminum rotor is promised
in a few weeks. Since it is easy to compensate for mass unbalance,
it is expected that this aluminum rotor will yield some very useful
test data.
D. Skaperdas
H. Khoebel
F. Magnetic Shield
Based on theoretical and experimental work of the last
period, a triple magnetic shield with an attenuation factor of
approximately 500 has been designed and sent out for bids for
construction.
An electron beam magnetometer capable of detecting mag-
netic fields down to approximately 6 x 10'"^ gauss has been con-
structed and successfully tested. This will be used to measure
magnetic shield attenuation factors as high as 1000.
D. Skaperdas
G, Electrical Breakdown Tests
High voltaige breakdown experiments have been conducted in
an ultra-high vacuum environment with tungsten electrodes. These
electrodes were outgassed at temperatures exceeding 1100 C. and
with additional conditioning using an argon glow discharge. Fields
greater than one million volts per centimeter were sustained across
gaps in the range to 2 to 10 thousandths of an inch.
Experimental apparatus is now being obtained to permit the
22
testing of other metals at voltages up to 250 kilovolts.
This work is being conducted under the direction of Dr. E,
Lyman of the University of Illinois Physics Department,
D. Lee
H, Ultra-high Vacuum Experiments
Previous experiments with hydrogen in a vacuum system
indicated that the hydrogen reacted with the hot t\mgsten filament
of the ion gauge. An investigation of this was made using an
omegatron to identify the reaction products formed by the following
types of filaments (l) a normal tungsten filament of a GIG-Oil ion
gauge, (2) an oxide-coated tungsten filament mounted in a GIG-011
gauge, and (3) a thoria-coated iridium filament of a RG-75 ion
gauge. Each filament was operated at temperatures producing emis-
sion currents of 0.01 milliampere and 0.1 milliampere, since these
two values are the ones normally used in pumping speed experiments.
For any one filament the reaction products seemed to be independent
of filament temperature in the range measured.
The main reaction product was GO, agreeing with recent
publications by other investigators. For a total pressure in the
10 mm Hg range (as measured by the ion gauge), the ratios of the
partial pressin-e of GO to that of H^ were as follows:
-2
Normal timgsten filament ,,.,,,7«3x '^^-1
Thoria-coated iridium filament , , , 2,2 x 10_^o
Oxide -coated tungsten filament , , , 3«^ x 10 ::
Omegatron only ,,,,.,2,Ox lO"
Some preliminary measurements of the pumping speed of a
clean molybdenimi grid in a 59^6 ion gauge were made. Values as high
23
as 1 liter per second for nitrogen and 10 liters per second for
carbon monoxide were losasured but consistent results have not yet
been attained.
During this quarter, experiments to determine the effec-
tiveness of zeolite and copper foil as trapping agents were begun.
Using zeolite cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures it was pos-
-6
sible to maintain total pressures in the 10 mm Hg region for
short periods of time (hours) using only a mechanical pump. Fur-
ther studies of these trapping mechanisms are planned using mass
spectrographic techniques
•
H. E, Tomaschke
D. Lee
I, Omegatron
A modification was incorporated which greatly simplifies
the problem of recoating or replacing the oxide coated cathode in
the omegatron. It consists of welding the cathode ribbon to a
removable fixture which slides onto the cathode posts sis shown in
Figure 1 (b). Figure 1 (a) shows the original configuration for
the support of the directly heated cathode. The glass envelope was
also modified as shown to provide access to the cathode.
Peak height ion currents versus impressed RF frequency,
observed with a typical glass vacuum system pumped with a forepurap
and oil diffusion pump, are shown in Figure 2.
_Q
Total pressure of 4.1 x 10 mm Hg. compares favorably with
a pressure of 8 x 10 ram Hg measured by a Bayard-Alpert ionization
gauge. The ionizing electron current through the omegatron was 2
24
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microamperes, the RF voltage was about 1 volt, and the accelerating
voltage was about 100 volts.
W. C. Prothe
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II. COICTROLS DIVISION
The work of this division is concerned with the application of
digital techniques for information processing in real time. Parti-
ciilar attention has been given to problems arising in air surveil-
lance and tactical control of weapons. The work reported here
covers research on computer logics as well as developments in
circuits and equipment used in these studies,
A, Equiianents
1. Delay Line MRO
a« Disposition , The rack which provides target ex-
traction from raw radar video, and data storage from beam splitter
and buffer storage equipment has been located in the laboratory area
previously occupied by the SDV equipment. All cabling connecting it
to power sources, radar, display, and companion beam splitter and
buffer store equipment have been attached. Early tests indicate
satisfactory and compatible operation of all equipment as connected,
b, TPPI. As yet, the existing summing network of the
time packed pulse integrator has not been modified to new weighting
requirements. The modification was delayed in favor of the taking
of photographic data regarding the operation of the TPPI, as uni-
formly weighted, imder various simulated signal conditions, and in
favor of the possibility that the integrator, as uniformly weighted,
may yield data of worth while value when MRO performance evaluation
is undertaken,
Co Test Circuitry . The test generator, as installed.
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provides for proper sequences of simulated echoes needed for the
catlibration of the TPPIo However, the 6o mc pulses provided by the
generator are of insufficient magnitude to insert strong targets into
the system while the radar pre-amp is operating. That is, without
the noise from the pre-aurp, sufficiently strong pulses are available.
No attempt will be made to increase the strength of the pulses as
calibration of the TPPI will be normally carried out with the pre-
amp turned off.
B. Voth
2. TASC and Associated Equipment
TASC was in use 300 hours this past quarter. Three
operational failures were recorded for this interval, one each for
a tube failure , trouble with the drum motor and a logical diffi-
culty involving TT.T.I. Of the eight non-operational failiires,
seven were caused by 59^5 tube failures.
TT.T.I keyset No. 1 has been installed and tested, tt.t.t
keyset No. 2 is substantially designed and construction ha^ been
started. This keyset will serve approximately the same function as
No. 1 but will have a simpler keyboard and different means of indi-
cating the selected digits.
J. Divilbiss
B. Control Studies
1. MICON—Classified "Confidential"—included in
supplementary report
2. Civilian Air Traffic Control Studies
The control system to be considered in this study is
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one designed to control aircraft in the civilian environment. The
first objective of such a system is to provide collision avoidance
for all controlled aircraft. The second objective is to guide air-
craft to a specified destination over a path that is as efficient as
possible. In attaining these objectives there are two major regions
where automatic equipment becomes important, l) tracking and sorting
and 2) control. All experiments planned will be designed to study-
control under the assumption that a tracking and sorting computer
such as TASC is given. It is hoped that the entire spectrum from
manual control to fully automatic control can be studied. The ex-
periments will be in real time using simulated targets generated by
TASC, Studies to date involve the development of programs for these
experiments as discussed below,
a. PILCT , In an actual situation, a pilot in an air-
plane can execute several basic maneuvers that are quite important
to a controller. Since these maneuvers represent an ability on the
part of the targets, it follows that the simulated targets used in
our experiments should be capable of executing them also, A program
(pilot) has been written for TT.T.IAC to enable simulated targets to
respond to the following instructions in the manner indicated;
INSTRUCTION MEANING
vector (0) turn to a heading of 9 and hold 9 until
further notice,
vector final (0) turn to a heading of 9 and hold 9 until
further notice or until intercept TT»S,
Upon interception make an ITS approach to
a landing.
31
MSTRUCTIQN MEANING
home (x) fly to omni station Xo Upon axrival at
X, enter holding pattern-^ until further
not ice
o
Jump (y) proceed to omni station Xo Upon arrival
at X, proceed to omni station yo
In experiments in manual control, instructions will
be given orally by a controller and relayed to PniCO? by a keyset
operator o In automatic control, instructions will be sent to PILOT
directly since the control program will also reside in ILLIACo
PILOT'S capacity is as follows:
max number of aircraft 6k
max number of omni stations 15
max number of airports 7
nmways N, S, E, W, NE, SE,
NW, SW
system size 128 miles each side
speed range of targets min 90 mi/hr
max 1280 mi/hr
PILOT is in the final stages of testing and de-
bugging and should be operational in March I96O0
bo FAAPc The automatic control program is in the
early stages of conception and probably will not be ready for
evaluation before September 196O0
Co DOPE o A third program will have to be written
that will monitor the control system and gather data for measuring
.0
•'^holding pattern, make a I80 turn from over station after which
fly new heading for two minutes (outbound leg),
After outbound leg, do a I80 turn after which
fly to station (2 min, ) and repeat*
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system performance. This program should be operational some time in
April. As soon as it is finished, real time experiments in manual
control can begin.
L. S. Kypta
3« Intercept Control Equations
During the last quarter, work was completed and Report
1-91 written on a method for calculating the interception possibili-
ties for an aircraft. The essential feature of this report is that
the intercepting aircraft must make turns in circular orbits at
finite rates. The report gives a general discussion of the proce-
dure used and all the necessary calculations that are required to
determine the intercept possibility.
E. Wisman
C. Studies of the Statistical Problems of Detection
Work has continued in the Monte Carlo study of phase-only
detection systems as outlined in an earlier progress report*. During
the present quarter, functional relationships among the various
parameters have been established so that the final runs, involving
signal, may be made, starting early in the next quarter,
D. H. Cooper
P. A. Hunt
^Progress Report for June, July, August, 1959^ Coordinated Science
Laboratory, University of Illinois,
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III. ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS GROUP
A. Theory of Nonlinear Control System
We are continuing to study the solution of the Fokker-
Planck (F-P) equation which describes the transition probability of
the error signal in the control system shown in Figure 3, i' (t) is
zero mean white noise with mean square value equal to 2D. K (e) is
an odd symmetric nonlinear function.
V ss constant
^
Figure 3
With appropriate definition of constants we may write the
F-P equation for this system as
*ap
5t
D d^F B a(K (g) P)
(1)
where P=P(€, te). The initial condition on this equation is that
at t = 0, e = e . This is expressed by
P (so) &(€-€) (2)
Several boundary conditions are being used. One of interest is
3h
absorbing barriers at e = - x . This is expressed by
P (x^, t) = P (-x^, t) = (3)
The steady state solution
(
£P
_ q) of Equation (l) is easily
found by integrating (l) twice o The method of solution we use for
Equation (l) in the transient case is to let P (€,t) = X (e) T (t).
Separating the equation we arrive at
i = -'-^ w
|i + I 1^ (K U) X) + .^X = (5)
where -\D is the separation parameter. Unfortunately, only in
special cases is Equation (5) readily solvable analytically. The
case that was first investigated K (e) = e is not one of these.
To overcome this difficulty an Illiac program is being written by
Mr, Be Elliott to find the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
Equation (5)0
One of the K (e) that does lend itself to a completely
analytical solution is that of the quantizer nonlinearity. We
illustrate a typical solution by showing the solution for the
K (e) shown in Figure 4, The control system in this case is known
as a bang-bang servo.
-T2>C
Figure h
e —
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If the initial condition is that of Equation (2) and the
boundary condition that of Equation (3)^ the solution of Equation
(1) isI—V \ OP -vE _^ _e) = exp r-B(|eU€J) Jj^ V"^ ^^\\ :^(o 2D''°'J]k = l^ ^ ^ W^
00 T, ^
2Z v"^
"*
sin
k = 1 N
\°
-^ ^ > ; -Xi<-<+ x^
-x)
(6)
E
where ^ are the roots of Equation (7)
2D
^ TIF
tan. \ - B^ (7)
\, is specified by Equation (8)
(8)
Equation (9) determines h
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^3 '
-J T?
I (J,J)
Sin
N l-x,)
(9)
Equation (lO) determines m
J
m. = 1 sin X," - B^
^
"^ ^ liS^
and Equation (ll) determines I (k,k)
I^(k,k) D - sin 2 A ^^'-^
A
^
(10)
(11)
Work is also being done on solving the F-P equation ft>r the
second order control and on solving Equation (l) with more difficiilt
"boundary conditions.
R, P. Wishner
Be Model-Reference Adaptive Control Systems
There are several self-adaptive control systems that con-
verge quickly to the desired state by a simple performance measure-
ment but these schemes are restricted to second order systems.
3
The M.I.T. method of achieving adaptive control uses a model which
will give the desired system response and then adjusts the system
to conform to this model. This method is complicated but it has the
3. Whitaker, H. P., Yamron, J., Kezer, A., "Design of Model-
Reference Adaptive Control Systems for Aircraft," M»I«T» Instrumen-
tation Laboratory Report R-lGk , Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, September, 1958»
37
advantage that it is not restricted to second order systems and re-
quires no test signal injection. The ability of this method to
handle high order systems depends upon whether or not the error
between the system output and the reference output can be evaluated
in a manner which will tell which poles need to be moved.
It appears that the model reference scheme can be modified
to handle higher order systems in an organized manner. By elimina-
ting the response to poles outside certain areas of the complex
frequency plane, the locations of the poles in the area may be
found and adjusted two or three at a time. A black diagram of the
proposed scheme is shown in Figure 5.
The cut-off network is chosen to fulfill two functions : one
is to eliminate the response of poles outside the area to be inves-
tigated and the other is to give a good reference output for error
measin*ement purposes. The second function is dependent on the error
criteria used. For the proposed system the cut-off network would
have a sharp pulse as the impulse response. The criterion used to
define a sharp piilse is that
00
At = / |h(t)|2dt / |h(t) 1^ is minimum.Jo 1^1 / I ^ 'max'
Both functions are adequately performed by Graham and Lathrop's
minimum ITAE (integral of the time absolute value of the. error) low
pass filters. These networks have a linear phase function over the
k» Graham, D. and Lathrop, R. C, "The Synthesis of 'Optimum*
Transient Response: Criteria and Standard Forms," AIEE Trans-
actions
, Part II, Vol. 72, 1953, PP. 273-288.
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pass band and an amplitude function similar to the Butterworth low
pass filters.
The specification network is used for the model of the
desired system with zeros placed in the positions of the desired
closed loop poles and poles placed in the positions of the desired
zeros. Since the specification network is in cascade with the
system, the poles and zeros of the system will be canceled by the
zeros and poles of the specification network if the system is
operating as desired. Thus, when the system is operating as de-
sired, the outputs of the two cut-off networks will be identical..
When the system is not correctly adjusted there will be dipoles in
the region of the complex frequency plane under investigation. By
proper choice of the cut-off network and eiror criteria the neces-
sary adjustment for complete cancellation can be evaluated.
For the minimum ITAE network, it appears that three error
measurements are sufficient to determine the necessary adjustment;
r^|h(t)|dt/|h(tj| r^|h(t)|dt and jrh(t)dt
where t = time when h(t) has decreased to 2^ of the maximum,
t = time when h(t) reaches its maximum,
m
The philosophy used is that with the investigated area free from
poles and zeros the phase is linear with slope, t , so that the
impulse response is a sharp pulse at t , If a pair of complex poles
o
are present, there will be a region of increased phase near their
ko
naturaJ. frequency so that some of the energy is delayed beyond t
and the smeared pulse has a maximum later than t . If a pair of
o
complex zeros are present there will be a region of reduced phase
and the smeared pulse has a maximum earlier than t . For dipoles the
predominant pole or zero determines the movement of the pulse in time.
Once the innermost poles and zeros are adjusted, the cut-off
network is switched to a higher cut-off frequency to evaluate and
adjust the next set of poles o For step inputs the above reasoning
would apply if the inputs to the error measurement equipment are
differentiated.
In order to make this method feasible, the following re-
quirements must be met
:
(1) Adjustable parameters which give somewhat indepen-
dent control over the individual sets of poles must
be available
o
(2) Advanced knowledge of the general character of the
systems closed loop pole-zero configuration must be
available
.
(3) Knowledge of the type of command signal is required.
(k) The system must be linear.
If these requirements are met the proposed method will be complicated
but it will handle the high order systems in an organized manner.
Future work will be directed toward finding the "best" cuij-
off network, simple error criterion and applying the method to a
typical aircraft pitch rate control system,
E. A. Huber
kl
C. Linear Time-Varying Models for Adaptive Control Systems
Results on time optimization with constraints on pole loca-
tions are incorporated in a paper "The Synthesis of Models for Time-
Varying Linear Systems," by J. B. Cruz, Jr. and M. E, Van Valkenhurg,
to be presented at the Symposium on Active Networks and Feedback
Systems , Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, April 19 - 21, I960.
A necessary condition for the realizability of the transfer
function
H(s,t) = |[|} = r h(|,t)e-J^^ d|
x(t) = e^*
has been derived. If the input x(t) and the output y(t) are related
by a linear differential equation, then H(s,t) cannot have any time-
varying singularity. Thus, time -varying poles are not allowed. A
short note containing a proof of the above statement has been
accepted for publication in the correspondence section of the IRE
Transactions on Circuit Theory (September, I960).
J. B. Cruz, Jr.
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IV. BASIC STUDIES GROUP
Ac Isotropy of y^ss
A short investigation* of a fundamental physical discrepancy
has been initiated and is nearly complete. According to classical
electrodynamics, the inertial mass ZSm belonging to the electrostatic
potential energy, AW, of two charges, q_, separated by a fixed dis-
tance, r, with an angle, \jf, between r and the acceleration, a, is
given by,
Zka = (AW/c^) (1 + cos^\|r)
In a rigid non-spherical structure composed of charged particles,
this intrinsic asymmetry generates an asymmetry in the electro-
magnetic part of the inei*tia. In a spherically-symmetrical
structure, it generates a contribution to the inertiaJ. mass of
amount (i|-/3)AW/c^, where AW is the total electrostatic potential
energy. According to the theory of relativity, however, (l) the
inertial mass of any physical systeiji should be a scalar quant i^ty (no
matter how distorted its electromagnetic structure) and (2) the
"excess" inertial mass of electromagnetic origin, (1/3)AW/c^, should
not be observable. We have examined the experimental evidence on
both these points with respect to nuclei. Nuclei are particularly
significant for this test because (l) they are the only structures
(excepting the elementary particles) V)hich possess an appreciable
fraction of their net mass in the form of electrostatic energy,
(2) they are the only structures which are formed as a result of the
Reported in more detail in CSL Report 1-92.
kh
equilibrium between two very different types of known forces (electro*
magnetic, and nuclear), (3) their dimensions are large enough that
there is reason to trust the validity of the electromagnetic laws.
We find that the inertial mass of a distorted nucleus, as
measured by a mass spectrometer, has no observsCble asymmetry to an
acciiracy of 1 part in 100 of the asymmetry which is calculated to
exist a^ a consequence of the electromagnetic energy„ Also, we find
that a comparison of nuclear mass differences (as measured by the
mass spectrometer* and by nuclear reactions) shows that the "excess"
electromagnetic inertial mass (i/3)AW/c^ is not observable, to an
accuracy of 1 part in 60O0
Co Wo Sherwin
Re D. Rawcliffe
B« Experiments Concerning Machos Principle and
Specistl ilglati-yity
The recoil-free emission and absorption of l4o^ kev gamma
rays from the Fe nucleus (employing the Mossbauer effect) has
provided the most precise electromagnetic frequency observed to
date (1 part in 10 ), and has made possible a whole series of new
tests of great precision in both general and special relativity.
We have made two contributions in this new field,
lo A -Search for the Anisotropy of Inertia
This experiment was performed in cooperation with
Prof, Hans Frauenfelder " s group in the Physics Department, The
•'^This measurement was made at our request by W, H, Johnson, Jr*
and Ro A» Damerow of the University of Minnesotao
1^5
point of the experiment was to find out if the frequency of
transmission of the gamma rays originating from the four different
(magnetic) levels of the excited state were shifted as a function
of the angle between the magnetic field (which was applied to the
source and caused nuclear orientation) and the direction to the
Galaxyo The Galaxy—=notably the galactic center—produces a parti-
cularly significant local anisotropy in the distribution of
matter o The point under test (usually known as Mach's principle)
is whether the inertial properties of objects is somehow "generated"
by the existence of distant matter o Our experiments showed that
the frequency of the gamma rays did not shift observably as a
1^
function of sidereal time (to an accuracy of 1 part in 10 ),
Specifically^ we showed that the excess broadening of the absorp-
tion line (which is as yet not explained) was not due to the
galactic effect—a supposition which in fact triggered our interest
in the problemo The failure to observe a sidereal-time^dependent
effect to this degree of accuracy essentially rules out the concept
that the direction of any other mass can influence the inertia of a
local object o Unless some sort of reasonable scalar-type effect can
be hypothesized, it appears almost certain that the inertia of local
objects must be "intrinsic" and is not related to the existence or
location of distant matter
o
C» Wo Sherwin
Eo L\ischer
Co An Experimental Test of the "Twin Paradox"
of -Special Relativity
A simple theoretical analysis was made of some experiments
k6
which have recently been performed elsewhere « These experiments
57
showed that the temperature of the crystal containing the Fe
nuclei affects their mean frequency c As the temperature in-
creases, the center frequency decreases, and in an amount approxi-
mately equal to v^/2c^'—as predicted by the "second-order" Doppler
shift or "time dilation" o Our theoretical analysis showed that
these experiments provide an ideal test of all aspects of the so-
called "twin paradox," which is a subject of considerable philoso-
phical interest* Assuming that accelerations (of modest magnitude)
do not affect the time-keeping properties of clocks (and biological
systems) one calculates that a space ship leaving the earth,
tranveling at high speed, and returning to the earth, will find
all its clocks running slow compared to the earth-clocks (of
identical structure) which were left behindo That is, the system
which suffers the accelerations is the one whose clocks run slow,
but to a degree which is dependent on the velocity of the clock.
The Fe ' nuclei at high temperature were shown to play the role of
the traveling clocks (due to their constant vibrations in the
lattice for which their mean velocity can be gaite accurately cal-
culated), while the nuclei at low temperature play the role of the
clocks which remain nearly at rest on the earth » Although the
accelerations of the "traveling clocks" are the order of 10 g, the
observed time dilation effects were given only by v^/2c^, in agree-
ment with the special theory of relativity as commonly interpreted,
C. Wo Sherwin
^7
V. PLASMA PHYSICS GROUP
This progress is to be contained in supplementary report.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the first quarterly progress report of the Coordinated
Science Laboratory issured under Contract DA 36 039 SC 85122 covering
the period from March 1, 1960 through May 31 » 1960. Duriug the past
year the Laboratory has been going through a period of significant
change in outlook and in program which is characterized by the change
in the Laboratory name o This year has seen the initiation of a
number of new programs in the Laboratory such as the Adaptive Systems
program and the Plasma Physics effort. While all of these activities
are of ultimate value to the military services, most of them are explor-
atory in nature and of such long range nature as not to involve class-
ified material. In this progress report only the work of the Plasma
Physics group contains classified information; for this reason it is
submitted in a supplementary report.
During the past quarter a number of important goals have been
achieved and new activities undertaken. The electric vacuum gyro has
reached a critical testing phase; all of the individual components and
circuits have been successfully tested and a first run made with a com-
plete assemblyo An experimental test of gyroscope performance awaits the
shipment of precision-machined rotors. Several new experiments have
been undertaken in the Basic Physics group, particularly in the areas of
surface physics and of collision processes in plasmas. Among these are
an experiment on the ejection of electrons from surfaces by impinging
ions and the design of a new type of time -of-flight mass spectrometer
*
The Coordinated Science Laboratory, an outgrowth of the former
Control Systems Laboratory, is devoted to a broad program of research
in pure and applied science.
10<
for the measurement of very low partial pressures*
Particular attention is called to the initiation of two new
programs in the field of computers and computer applications. During
1959 the Controls group brought to completion the construction and
testing of the Cornfield Systemg one of the major contributions of the
Laboratory to the military technology of the country. Out of this effort
have come a number of interesting and, in some cases j, unexpected
results especially in those experiments involving the interaction of
man and machines in sharing decision^makingo One of the continuing
programs in this field has involved the development of a new series of
games adapted specifically to a study of cooperation between man and
machine for decision=making in real time. It should be pointed out that
the Cornfield computer complexg which includes the Illiac high speed
digital computers is a versatile system which can be used in a wide
variety of studies « For exan^le, this computer complex is being used
not only for the above games g the so called ""Minefield" series g but
also for completely unrelated projects such as- a proposed system for
air traffic control and others to be describedo
For some months the Controls group together with other members of
the Laboratory has been studying and evaluating a new set of possible
objectives in the field of computer design and application. In the course
of the past quarter^, two major programs have emerged which have excited
the interest of a number of key members of our staff. These programs are
as follows.
I, The design of a high speed computer especially oriented
11,
to the processing of real as opposed to synthetic data. A
considerable amount of CSL computer application involves either
non-numerical data processing as in weapons allocation or low
precision numerical calculations as in the manipulation of data
from real sources such as radars » To meet the needs in this
direction and to consider new approaches to such a computer,
a design study has been undertaken on a short word-length
computer with flexible input-output and a logical structure
uniquely suited to real-time control « game theory and the
simulation of systems and components.
11^ Research and development in the field of automated
teaching or "teaching machines". The advent of the high speed
computer makes possible a new approach to education in which
the principle of feedback (from the student) may be applied to
such traditional educational tools as the boolc, visual aids,
etc. Though this idea is in principle applicable to the teaching
of any course of study^ it is proposed as a first objective
to design a suitable system using high speed computers and
program it to teach students how to use and program a high speed
computer. This particular objective is especially suited to the
talent and facilities available at CSL and represents a unique
educational need in the coming decade. There is a specific
need in the military not only for education in the field of general
purpose computers 3 but also for the training of military personnel in
the use of such complex systems as SAGE, NTDS, etc.
12.
The suitability of the project to CSL is enhanced by the availability
of important computer components adaptable for a teaching machine, some
of them part of the Cornfield complex. Thus with a very moderate
increment in our equipment (mostly in the input -output) we may soon be
in a position to have the most sophisticated teaching machine available
in the country. A philosophy for the teaching program is in the
process of formulation and detailed programming will soon be underway*
13,
I. APFLicATioNs mms.
During this qxsarter all of the components of the electric vacuum
gyro were assembled into a complete operating unit„ Since a fully
machined and balanced rotor was not yet completed » it was necessary
to use a reject rotor which proved to fee insufficiently well
balanced to permit acceleration up to full operating speed. In order
to facilitate tests of the complete gyro assemblyg the optical data
readout system was modified to operate at the reduced rotor speed
(6000 RPM). The resulting drift rates were rather large^ but it
was possible to close the servo loops
s,
record drift data^ and test
the performance of the optical data readouts and gimbal servos which
maintain the six levitation electrodes in symmetrical relationship
with the rotor spin axis at all times„ These tests will be completed
during the next quarter^ and it is hoped that fully balanced rotors
will be available to permit inclusion,, in the next report » of prel-
iminary performance data taken at full operating speedo
Considerable new apparatus has been constructed for the fundamental
investigations of high voltage vacuum breakdown and ultsa-high
vacuum techniques » a ~
The preparation of a vacuum tube shop with complejbe glass
fabrication and clean assembly room facilities is well underwayo
Much of the glass working equipment has already been delivered.
The following sections deal with progress of individual activities,
A niimber of activities have not reported because much of the time
this quarter was devoted to the construction and debugging of apparatus
described in earlier reports.
Ho W, Knoebel
14.
A« Electric Vacuum Gyro
A completely automatic operating gyro was assembled during
this quarter. Figures 1 and 2 show the gyro test stand with
associated rack mounted levitation power supply and orientation
sensing equipment.
The con^onents mounted on the gyro test turntable can be
described by dividing them into five sub-units,
1. Gyro Housing
The gyro housing. Figure 3» contains the support
electrodes and sperical gyro rotor. To the clamps which supply
the pressure to seal the end caps of the housing. Figure 4,
are attached:
(1) Four motor coils used only to bring the
gyro up to speed during initial start, and
(2) Two Helmholtz coils to damp out the force-
free precession or "wobble" of the ball,
duting g3nro ruQ'-ap and to torque the,gyyQTr2-!t
into initial alignment. During operation,
the rotor coasts.
The titanium ion pump is attached by n^ans of a short glass
tube directly to the gyro housing end cap; it also monitors
the pressure in the housing,
2. Clamping Jig
The clamping jig. Figure 5, used to fix the gyro
housing rigidly to the precision test turntable, was designed
and constructed this quarter. It consists partly of two 4-
-,
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-jaw chucks which clamp both ends of the glass or ceramic
housing. Figure 60 Each jaw is independently adjustable
to permit alignment of the housing with the four readout
microscopes, which are integral with the clamping jig« The
microscopes are shown schematically in Figure 7„ The field
stops, which determine the spots scanned by the orientation
sensing photomultipliers, are adjustable so that the 0ol5"
diameter spots which they image on the ball are movable both
in latitude and in longitisdea Furthermore, by adjusting the
objective lens, the image of the ball surface formed by the
objective lens can be focused at the field stop. Finally,
the light sources 5 small battery powered bulbs ^ are slightly
defocused to give uniform illumination on the ball.
Behind each field stop^ a photomultiplier (three are
shown in Figure 5) or phototransistor is mounted to supply
the signals from the ball to the orientation sensing circuits.
3. Magnetic Shield
A three layer cylindrical shield g Figure 85 can be
mounted to the turntable which surrounds the components
mentioned in sections 1 and 2 above o Access holes are
provided for all necessary electrical leads to the gyro.
The shield is now in the process of being tested to confirm
its theoretical attenuation factor of approximately 500.
4, Levitation Coils and Stabilizing Amplifiers
These units are mounted on the flat, plexiglass
rings attached to the turntables Figure 2. In order to
facilitate experimentations no attempt has been made to
21
FIGURE 6 CLAMPING JIG WITH GYRO HOUSING IN PLACE
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package or miniaturize the levitation circuitryo
5o Follow°qp Servos
The gear boxes and servo components $ one o£
which is seen in Figure 5^ required to drive the turntable
and maintain electrode alignment with the rotor axis were
completed and mounted on the turntable this quarter,
W<, C, Prothe
B« Zigzag Pattern Application
During the present quarter three methods of applying the zigzag
pattern to the rotor for the optical data readout were tested for their
breakdown characteristics » The object of the test was to determine
whether the addition of a pattern on the rotor would deteriorate the
breakdown characteristics
o
The three pattern fabrications investigated were:
(1) An ink composed of Aquadag and graphite in a
potassium silicate base^ with a wetting agent addedo
This ink, which is water soluble g was prepared by Eimac,
It is ruled on either aluminum or berylliism using the
fixture shown in Figure 9o
(2) Vacuum deposition of copper on aluminumo
(3) Anodizing and dying alianinumo
The breakdown apparatus consisted of two disks separated by an
adjustable gap and set in a vacuum housing. One of the disks simulated
the rotors, being of the same aluminum alloys, and on which a pattern was
placed. The other disk simulated the copper electrodes. The vacuum
was obtained in a similar manner as for the gyroscope; i,e, activated
charcoal adsorption followed by a Varian Vac Ion pmnp, A sinusoidal
voltage was applied across the two disks accurately spaced to a
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glTen gap .width. The voltage was increased manually until
breakdown was observed. This was done for several gap width*,
This experiment was performed for the three types of
patterns described and for a pair of disks with no pattern
applied, used as the control experiment
«
A typical plot of breakdown voltage versus gap width
on a log scale is shown in Figure 10 o Each numbered point
:
represents -^n^average of at least 5 breakdown readingSo
The number indicates the time sequence during the exper-
iment; i.eos point No, 1 is the first set of breakdown
data, point No» 2 is the second set, etc. It can be seen
that, as the breakdown t ests progress the disks appear to
"clean up," and the breakdown characteristics improve up
to the limit shown by the lineo This maximum represents
approximately 1,000,000 volts/cm. This data typified all
of the disk pairs testedo
A composite of the maxima for all the disk pairs tested
IS shown in Figure 11,
Line No, 6, which represents the pair of disks with no
pattern applied, corresponds to the line taken from Figure 10,
The other lines are described in Figure ll.
It is concluded, therefore, that the ink and vacuum
deposited copper patterns do not significantly deteriorate
breakdown characteristics. The two samples of anodized
and dyed aluminum showed slightly deteriorated breakdown
characteristics and also impairment of the ultimate vacuum
obtainable.
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C« Ceramic En^^lope Fabrication
The final phase of this project ^ that of- fusing sapphire
windows to the ceramic housing has been successfully achieved.
We are now investigating additional methods of fusing
pins and windows to the ceramic housing for possible altern-
atives to the methods successfully developed.
0. Skaperdas
D, High Voltage Vacuum Breakdown Studies -Clump Hypothesis
The experiment for testing the clump hypothesis, des-
cribed in the progress report for Septembers October, November,
1959, has been performed with a negative result. For 1000
trigger pulses applied to the first gapp not a single break-
down was observed in the second gap. This negative result
la," however, not yet conclusive enough to discard the clump
hypothesis. An improved version of the apparatus is presently
under constructiong with which this question will be investigated
further.
In another experiment the current ratio of positive to
negative charged particles has been measured in a geometry
consisting of a plane copper disc and a platinum grid with
66 percent transparency, space 0.5 mm apart. Voltages range
between 1 and 12 kv. The measured ratio was ijl^ = 10
,
almost independent of voltage. The initial gas pressure was
-10 "9
2 X 10 , rising to 1 x 10 at 12 kv. At higher voltage
micro -discharges occurred that made further accurate measure-
ments impossible.
M. Raether
aiu
E. High Voltage Vactapm Breakdown Stpdies "Plane Parallel Electrode*
Apparatus for studying high voltage bieakdown in ultra-
high vacuum between plane parallel electrodes has been devel-
oped. It consists of demountable water-'cooled one°inch diameter
electrodes whose spacing is adjustable in vacuo from to 0i7
incheSo A 250 kv d^c power supply is being obtained for tests
ef the d°c breakdown and a pulsed 1 to 10 ^sec modulator has
been adapted for pulsed tests o Preliminary measurements on
.unpolished copper electrodes which had been subjected to a .^
450 C system bakeout followed by r°f induction heating at 1000 C
showed nothing unusual in ability to withstand high voltage*
For gap spacings ranging from Oo002 to ,,020 inches ^ breakdown
occurred between 0o5 "10 to 10 volts/aa<,
Eo M. Lyman
An investigation of the properties of an all°metal ultra-high
vacuum system has been tnitiatedo A system consisting of two
getter°ion pumps (5 liter per second Vac Ion type), a GIC-011
ion gauge (the only glass part of the system) ^ and a nude ion
gauge was constructedo The system is arranged so that one getter-
ion pump is operating while the second getter-ion pump and
the gauges are baked outo The baked^out section caa then be
be valved off and the second getter-ion pmnp put in operation.
The initial evacuation is accomplished with a mechanical pump
using a copper foil trap and a zeolite trap in series (with
liquid nitrogen on each) to keep backstreaming at a minimumo
31.
The purpose of this investigation is threefold:
(1) To learn the techniques involved in assembling an
all-metal ultra-high vacuum system,
(2) To determine the ultimate pressure obtainable,
(3) To determine the residual gases present (this will
involve the incorporation ©f a mass spectrometer in the
system)
o
-9
The lowest pressure obtainable to date was about 2 x 10
nan Hgo However ^ leaks have repeatedly occurred ^ after bakeout, at
the gold gasket seals used in the nude ion gauge chambero The
gauge has now been placed in a commercially built chamber
(Vactronic Laboratory Equipment, InCo) and is ready to be tested.
An experiment involving the measurement of the sticking coeff-
icient of nitrogen on titanium and using an omegatton to measure
partial pressures was performedo An argon impurity was found in
the nitrogen but due to the experimental arrangements accurate
measurements could not be made a The system has now been rebuilt
so as to duplicate as nearly as possible the set-up used for
previous sticking probability experiments*
Ho Tomaschke
Bi> Storage Tubes
At the end of March j, a visit was made by Drs, Daniel Alpert
and R« Do Rawcliffe of the Coordinated Science Laboratory, together
with Dro Marshall Yovits of the Office of Naval Research, Washing-
ton, Do Co and Mr, James Kennedy of the Electronics Research Lab-
oratory of Columbia University j to the Compagnie Generale de
32.
Telegraphie Sans Fil (CSF)^, Paris, CSF is engaged in developing
improved storage tubes for us under Contract CSF~ONR No» 62558-
(14)=1932o The above contract is schedule to be completed by .
June Ig 1960o CSL has decided not to renew this contract for
another year because (1) The projects at CSL which require ^
these tubes have been completedo (2) The language and
distance barriers between CSF and CSL make effective cooperation
difficult, (3) The relatively easy improvements of these tubes
have been made so that farther progress is becoming increasingly
difficulto However
J,
the possibility ecists that Columbia Univ-
ersity will continue this . contract under their sponsorship.
The purposes for this visit were the following:
lo To review the work done so far by CSF.
2o To deteiinine the direction of the research to
be done by CSF during the remaining months of the contract,
3o To arrange an orderly completion of the contract,
making sure that CSF has satisfied its contractual obligations,
v
4o To assist Columbia in their decision regarding a
possible renewal of the contract,
.
Four tubes were due from CSF, The specifications for these
tubes were agreed upon. Two of them have since been received
and have been partially tested, CSF has been allowed until
October 1^ 1960 to complete their final report,
Columbia will defer a decision regarding a renewal of the
contract, until the sremaining tubes have been tested at CSL,
R, D, Rawcliffe
33.
11. COMTROLS GROUP
The work of this division is concerned with the application-of
digital techniques for information processing in real timeo Particular
attention has been given to problems arising in air surveillance and
tactical control of weapons » The work reported here covers research on
coiiq>uter logics as well as developments in circuits and equipment used
in these studies,
A« Equipments
1. TASC
In this quarter TASC was in use 580 hours o Two operation
failures were recorded, one while operating with Illiac and one
while tracking live aircraft, SisE component failures vera
discovered during routine maintenance.
J. Divilbiss
2. Delay Line MRO
During this quarter
»
performance evaluation of the
delay line MRO was begun. The two objectives were to determine
the detection sensitivity and the beam-split accuracy of the
target extractor beam~splitter portion of the MRO while operat-
ing under various conditions of signal and noise, false alarm
rates, time packed pulse integrator threshold settings, and
time packed pulse integrator weights.
To date, all necessary techniques and test apparatus have
been developed to provide for the acquisition of detection sens-
itivity data only. Techniques and apparatus required for
beam-split accuracy data (to be taken only for the case where
34.
the time packed pulse integrator is optimally weighted)
are under development
»
R, Trogdon
B> Voth
B« Computer Studies
1, Basic Circuits
During this quarter work was started on developing
a set of basic transistor digital con^uter circuits. Both
saturated and non-tsaturated mode circuits are being considered.
To date one set of saturated circuits has been proposed and
tested; a report on this set is being written. Most of
the work on non-^saturating circuits has centered around
the development of a single bit storage element. These
studies will continue in the next quarter,
J, Stifle
2. Logical Structure
A considerable amount of the CSL computer usage
involves either non-numerical data processing as in
weapon allocation and game simulation or numerical cal^
culatlons of low precision as in the manipulations of
data received from real sources such as radars. To meet
,
the needs in this directionj a design study has begun on a
short word length computer of medium speed. Principal
bias will be towards flexible input°output and an expanded
set of instructions for Boolean manipulation of data.
Present tentative specifications are as follows:
35.
ao Word Length - ^^16 bits
bo Memory - 16^000 words high speed store, access
time ^-^•^^4-6 \i3
c„ Add time » -'^—10 |is
d« Instruction repertoire - 30»50 orders,
binary fixed point
o
R» Mo Brown
C, Control Studies
1. MICON
MIGON* is being used currently to collect data on the
effectiveness of missile defense against several attack
scriptSo Three program parameters are varied: (1) Kill
probability^ (2) random number sequence determining the
outcome of an intercept, and (3) maximum number of missiles
allowed in the air at one time. The results will be compared
with those yielded by CAP defense when the same attack
scripts were employed.
Ho Bobotek
2o Studies in Civilian Air Traffic Control
Work in this quarter has involved the preparation and
testing of programs necessary for experiments in the control
of air traffico The status of these is outlined below:
*Single ship missile air defense control program briefly
described in the previous Quarterly Progress Report
«
3^.
a, PILOT-This program in conjunction with TASC
slirailates aircraft » In the past qiiartsr it has been
modified to enable speed variations as indicated beloV:
Speeds: each aircraft can fall into anyone
of four classes T^@re each class is
defined by a speed range.
Class Speed Ranj^e
112 - 131 i^h
1 131 » 206 mph
2 150 « 355 ii?)h
3 206 - 524 mph
Speed changes occur only as a result of PILOT action
and are therefore independent of control. Speeds change
under the following conditions
s
:„ "1» Final-approach
2. m. Hold
S. J^dk TaSe off -apd -departure
b, DOPE -(Data Obtaining Program for Evaluation)
A DOPE has been Inserted in PILOT and is operational.
It records control instructions ^ important events
and times of occurrance. Once every minute ^ it records (
positions of all aircraft. This information is pun- V
ched on tape for later evaluation,
c. SORTER - The purpose of SORTER is to evaluate the .
data punched from DOPE, Three main types of SORTER will
be used. . . - _
37.
li Sorter A: This program will provide a inethod
of studying spacing as a function of time and load«
(Spacing is defined as distance between aircraft).
Sorter A is operational <>.
2o Sorter Bs This program will provide data for
studying delayo Delay will be determined by com-
paring actual total flight time with a "no other
traffic'" flight time for each aircraft o Sorter B
will be oferational in early Julyo
3o Sorter C^ This program will provide a means for
studying the history of each flighty It will be
operational in July,
do TIM "(TAFI TAPE MAKER)
The purpose of this program is to produce script
tapes to an experimenter^ s specificat ions « It- is only
necessary to specify entry pointy destinatior^g route
and arrival time to use TIM* TIM output consists of a
coded script tape ready to read into the system and a
flight plan tape ready to read into PILOTo The program
is operational
o
Co FAAP » An Automatic Control Program is in the early
stages of conceptiono
Go Cartwright
P„ Hunt
Lo Kypta
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3» Simple Gaming Studies- The "Minefield Game"o
The work reported below grew out of previous studies
4one at CSL which concentrated on obtaining measures of the
relative performance of manual g automatic ^ and mixed systems
in dealing with a highly simplified version of the inter-
ceptor assignment problem in a fleet air defense exercise.
Results of these studies, though by no means conclusive,
pointed to some interesting and unexpected results, concern-
ing the mixed modes of operation<, It had been expected
that the mixed mode would represent the optimum performance
of the system, and that this optimum wo^sld result from soim
sort of "cooperation" between the man serving as subject
and the machine « The idea of "cooperation'' was not explic-
itly and carefully defined^ but is^lied that the subject
would restrict his activities largely to monitoring the
machine's decisions g intervening in those special situations
where he could apply his ability to recognize patterns or
to recognize "special situations'" — situationSj with which
the machine, of course g could deal only in a routine wayo
It also was felt that as the "load" with which the system
had to deal was increased ^ the subject would rely nrare and
more on the machine for making "routine" decisions. The
studies in question, did not bear out these feelings, and,
indeed, tended to indicate the contrary. There appeared
^'^CSL Reports R=104, R-113j, R-115 by Ho W„ Sinaiko
and others.
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to be a certain "conq)etition'' between man and machine in the
mixed modej, which became more pronounced as the "load"
was increased. Thus, under increasing load^ the subject
redoubled his efforts to manage things by himself and
appeared to entrust lesSp rather than more^ of the
decis ion-making to the computer
o
If the conclusions from these studies are correct 5 they raise
some troublesome questions „ Much of the thinking about the use of
computers in military situations has been grounded more or less on
assumptions of the kind outlined above^ If these assumptions should
prove false, much of the planned "integration" of computers and men
in decision-making processes ought to be reviewedo In any event,
a closer scrutiny of the man^machine problem seems warrantedo
The effort in this direction was to consist of 3 phases:
A, General formulation of the problem
Bo Conception and execution of a specific vehicle
appropriate for experimental investigation
C. Experimental studieSo
The first 2 phases have been completed in the past quartern The
third is expected to commence shortly,
Ao The general problem^ is to study the interaction of
man and machine in solving a complex prcblemo One may suppose
that, in general, this interaction, will vary as a function of
such factors as:
lo "Complexity" of the problem,
2o Level of computer performance,
3. Available channels of communication taietween
man and computer.
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In order to study these questions in a thorough way it seems
necessary to create a family of problems much simpler than the c.
ones hitherto studied^ Some of the desiderata laid down in
this connection were:
1, lo The problem should be one of '"complete inform-
mat ion" 3 so that neither man nor computer is required—
at least in principle-=to make probability estimates or
to operate on the basis of "hunches'" or intuitiono
2, There should be no "random effects"" =->so that
on successive runs the same problem can be presented in
precisely the same wayo
3» The number of different solutions to a given
problem should be sufficiently restricted so that a
table may be prepared of every possible solution and these
solutions may be ordered according to essplicit scoring
criteria,,
4» The problems should be sufficiently simple so
that changes can be made and new experiments condiicted
with a minimum of conceptual difficulty and programming
delayo
5o It should be reasonably easy to create problems
with prescribed characteristics (e<,gos a problem with a unique
perfect solution j, or many different perfect solutions j, etc.).
6. It should be possible to ¥ary the problem over a
family ranging from extremely easy to quite difficult for
either human or computer solution.
41.
7. The problem should exhibit at least an abstract
similarity to the experiments performed hitherto,
B. The following specific vehicle for experimental work has
hemn created and given the name^ ^Minefield Game". The author
feels that it meets the specifications of paragraph 4 above fairly
well.
The game to be played is a board game representeU bf a.
n X m matrix as shown in Figure
* * * * *
A * *
1 3 I
1 2 2 1 1 2 4
3 1 2 2 4
3 5 3 3
4 4 4
Figure 12,
The *' s represent a particular initial configuration of the
"enemy" pieces. The enemy'' s aim is to penetrate to the squares of
the n-th row of the matrix with as many of his pieces as he can.
The enemy pieces are moved at given time intervals, each piece
moving in a completely prescribed way that is known to the defense,
Eor concreteness and simplicity , one may assume j for instance, that
each enemy piece moves 1 step downward in its column on each move
(i,e. (i, j) ^(i, j + 1),
42.
In order to frustrate the enemy aim, the defense is provided
with "points of strength" as indicated by the numbers located
within some of the squares of the matrix (cf„ Figo 12). These
"points of strength" may be concreteness be thought of as land
mines. If an enemy piece occupies a square protected by a mine,
the defense has the option of blowing up this mine, thereby
destroying that enemy piece. The allocation problem is now
introduced in the following ways The mines are divided into
various classes j 1^ 2g ... as indicated by the numbers in
Figure 13. If a mine of class r is destroyed at location (i, j)
all other mines of that class will also automatically be blown
*
up « Mines in classes other than r remain undisturbed. The
defense is permitted to blow up at most one class of mine within
any given move. Since the distribution of mines can be made
quite arbitraryg the following features are achieved.
1. Action taken at one point (ig j) of the playing field
at a certain time (move) t affects in a prescribed way the ,
available strength in other parts of the field at later times
t + Ato
2. Similarly such local action "^noW" affects the char-
acter of the threat with which ths defense will have to deal
at later times in different places.
The Minefield Game appears to the author to contain one of
the essential features of all the previous experiments "=the alloc-
ation problem with its spatial and temporal consequences. In
*If some other enemy piece occupies a location (kg 1) also occupied by
a mine of type r^ that piece will also be destroyed.
I, 43.
In addition the game has the required advantages of sinqjllctty
and flexibility.
C. It is expected that our game will lead to a series of
experiments of the following general sort:
1, Parameters of the problem:
a, "Complexity" of script (e.g. number of different
solutions)
b. "Speed" of the game (i«e, the time interval
allowed between successive moves) <,
Co Manner of presentation to the subject, (It is
possible to present the same problem to the human
subject in different ways by varying the manner in
which the matrix is displayed, (e,g« There is no
intrinsic change in a problem when columns of
the matrix are interchanged))*
2« Modes of Cooperation:
The rules by which man and computer are allowed to
interact may be varied in an infinitude of ways» Some of
these may be:
ao Man or computer may both act, man's decision taking
precedence ("classical" mode).
b. Man may override computer but not act beforehand.
c« Computer presents class of solutions to man, who
picks one*
d. Man presents class of solutions to computer, which
picks one.
44.
eo Computer picks series of solutions until one of
these is accepted by the man,,
Given a mode of cooperation^ it would seem extremely interesting
to determine how the mixed system performs as a function of
computer performance. It is predicted that the reliance of
man on computer would vary inversely with the ratio of the
man's score and the computer'' s score in the two "^pure" modes.
Thus, if man does well and computer poorly g one expects the
man to place little reliance on the computer^, and converselyo
Po Braunfeld
Da Studies of the Statistical Problems of Detection
Work in the Monte Carlo study of phase-only detection systems,
as outlined in earlier progress reports g has been brought to a con-
clusion during the present quarter ^ with the completion of studies
of single pulse detection in a system using an FM discriminator.
The system consisted essentially of a narrow band exponential
filter (single =>tuned circuit) driving an amplitude -insensitive
FM discriminator whose output after rectification was subjected to
exponential smoothing (low-pass exponential filter). For the
detection of rectangular pulsed carriers j, in the presence of ;
gaussian noise j an optimum ratio (output to input) of smoothing time
constants was determined^ as a function of the false alarm probability.
The optimum (in the above sense) detection probabilities were deter-
mined and compared with those for the envelope detector 5 allowing a
loss figure to be determined for the phase only system. These
-45,
results are shown in Figure 13<,
D, Ho Cooper
Pi Hunt
E. Teaching Machines
A project to carry out research and development in the field of
automated teaching or "teaching machines". As suggested by Professor
Sherwin some time agOj the advent of the high speed computer makes
possible a new approach to education in which the principle of feedback
(from the student) may be applied to such traditional educational tools
as the book, visual aids, etCo Though this idea is in principle
applicable to the teaching of any course of study ^ it is proposed as a
first objective to design a suitable system using high speed computers
and program it to teach students how to use and program a high speed
computer* This particular objective is especially suited to the talent
and facilities available at CSL and represents a unique educational need
in the coming decade » The choice of subject was based on the following
considerations;
lo The subject has important value both for the military
and the universityo The coming decade will have increasing
requirements not only for teaching students how to use high
speed computers, but also for the general development of
automatic teaching machines for the education of military
personnel in the use of complex systems such as SAGE^ NTDS, etc©
2« The design of the teaching machine and the programming
of the first course calls for decisions as to approach and
philosophy which are intimately relatedo This means that the
decisions must be made by people who not only understand
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computer design, but also the propoa^d course of study.
By selecting a subject which is (by definition) understood
by any computer expert we have an obvious advantage in
staffing a creative project,
3. Ordinarily the input-output equipment by which
people communicate with a computer are awkward for the human
to use. In teaching programming 5, this awkwardness becomes part
of the subject-matter being taught rather than an extraneous
burden for the student. It seems an advantage rather than a
disadvantage to omit the human teacher and thrust the pros-
pective student into contact with the machine,
4o The research program will itself be a study of man-
machine relationships. Both the language of the machine and
new methods of input -output will be related areas of invest-
igations.
5, This teaching objective is finite and specific. The
effectiveness of the teaching program will be capable of measure-
ment in an objective way.
The suitability of the project to CSL is further enhanced by
the availability of important computer components adaptable for a
teaching machine, some of them part of the Cornfield complex. Thus
with a very moderate increment in our equipment (mostly in the input-
output) we may soon be in a position to have the most sophisticated
teaching machine available in the country. At present it is contemplated
that the student will talk to the computer via a teletype keyboard and the
machine will communicate to the student via a television screen showing
48.
cither prepared slides or dynamic numerical and verbal displays,
Do Bitzer
Po Braunfeld
49,
PUBLICATIONS
!• "Decoding Coinbinations of the First n Integers, Taken k at a Time"..
R. M. Brown, Comm. A. C, M., 3, 235 (1960).
2. "High Voltage Transistor An5)lifier". L. S. Kypta; Electronic
Design 8, 192 (April, 1960)
»
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IIIo ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS GROUP
An Theory of Nonlinear Control Systems
The work on Markov processes in control systems has been completed.
Report R-116 entitled "On Markov Processes in Control Systems " has been
issnedo
Ro Po Wishner
Ba Model "Reference Adaptive Control Systems
In the preceding progress report we said that future work would be
directed toward finding the "best'' cut-off network^ establishing simple
error criterion and applying the method to a typical aircraft pitch-
rate control system*
The "best"* cut-off network for the modified model ^reference system
is one which has a sharp pulse for an impulse response* The measure
used for the width of tte pulse was changed to the variance of the Impulse
response about the maximum 5 i<,eo
Jo
h(t) dt
where t = time when
m
t = time when
c
h(t) is maximum, and
h(t) p Go 01 h(t )m
With this measure of pulse width, the "best" cut=off network is. one
which has minimum variance,, A computer program was written, therefore,
to vary the pole locations of the fifth order Butterworth filter until
the variance of the impulse response about the maximum was minimum* The
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resultant filter, the minimum variance filter, is similar to the
minimum ITAE filter but has a smaller variance. The normalized impulse
responses of the fifth order Butterworth, the minimum ITAE, and the
minimum variance filters are shown in Figure 14. The transfer functions
of these filters all have the same half-power band width. The minimum
variance filter will be used as the cut-off network in all future work.
Two error measurements are now used: one to measure the dis-
persion, and one to measure the delay time. The variance is a good
measure of dispersion, but it is difficult to implement. The cruder
measure actually used is the width of a rectangle with height
t
h(t_)
m
and area h(t) dt. The pulse -width error using this
measure is denoted e
At'
'At
\(t) \W
,max
h (t)
r
h^(t)
max
The symbol
h (t) is the reference impulse response from the cut-off network alone,
h (t) is the impulse response of the sytem, specification network
and cut-off network in cascade. For time delay measurements, the normal-
ized integral of the response from zero to the time of the maximum is
a more sensitive measure (particularly on a digital computer) than the
more obvious measure of delay time to the maximum. The following measure-
ment, therefore, was used for the time delay error e
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«d"
in
h^(t) dt. h^(t)
max
,m
h (t)
r
dt. h (t)
r max
where t is the time when the reference pulse reaches its inaximuui«
m *^
These two error measurements are sufficient for proper operation of
the modified model -reference systemo
The method was applied successfully to an aircraft pitch-rate
control system. The time required for meeting tight specifications
from extreme initial conditions was that required for twelve applic-
ations of the input signalo Future work involves coiiq)aring the
modified model-reference method with that of the conventional feedback
system and other adaptive schemes for the pitch-rate control system
mentioned above.
Eo Ao Ruber
C. Identification of Processes
If a locally generated test signal r(t) of relatively small ampli-
tude is injected into a linear system along with the normal actuating
signal s(t) such that the output y(t) of the system is not appreciably
disturbed, and if this output is in turn passed through a filter whose
impulse response is r (t °t)g the result z(t) is given by
a(t) = / h(,^) Tr^^ ( ^=t-Ht^) + R^ (rx-t+t^) 1
'-00
54.
/vfaere R (t) ^ / s(t) r (T+t) dT ~ the cross "Correlation of ,s with rST
-00
and R (t) = / r(T) r (x+t) dx ~ the aatocorrelation of r(t).
If the energy spectrum of r(t) is constant over the passband of the
system under measurement so that R (t) is a narrow impulse^like function^
r .
and if R (t) can be made small with respect to R (t)^ then z(t) is
sr r
Z(t) = kh(t°t ) where k is a constant
»
o
It has been shown in the past quainter that the latter restriction
above is fundamentally inqjossiblSo R (t) can never be zero since
sr
it represents the cross^correlation of a completely determined function
of finite duration with an infinitely long random function s(t)o Under
the restriction that the an^litude of the test signal is small compared
to that of the actuating signal ^ the amplitude of R (t) will be at
least of the order of magnitude of that of R (t),,
Two ways of avoiding this difficulty have been found„ The first
consists of the integration of successive measurements* R (t) is also
sr
a function of the measurement time* Assuming that s(t) is a random
function of time with zero mean and that each measurement time t, isk
k
chosen so that overlapping does not occur g then each R (t) is
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independent of all others. Thus if a sumnation is made over a group
of measurements z, (t), the results is
<V*>> =,/ ''(^^ <''sr (l-'-^'o)) +^(a-'+*o> d \
=>0D
= kh (t-fc ).
o
where ^ / denotes average. The problem is similar to that of
integrating a group a radar returns in which there is a coherent signal
imbedded in noise in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio „ In
this case the ''noise" is the cross -correlation term^ and the system
impulse response h(t) is the invariant part of the signal. Of course,
the form of h(t) must remain fixed during the integration^ and therein
lies the limitation with this method. The system must remain fixed
for a much longer time than is necessary to make a simple n^asurement
,
or in other words, only much slower variations can be measured than
was previously anticipated,,
The Illiac is currently being used to solve a numerical example of
impulse response identification using the integration method. The final
results are not yet available 5 but Figure 15 taken from preliminary
results shows the effect of the cross -correlation term for various
amplitudes of the test signal. With only the test signal present,
the output of the matched filter is shown by trace A„ Trace B is for
equal peak values of test and actuating signals. Notice that for
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trace D the impulse response is hardly discernable* Trace E is
the cross-correlation term only*
A more complex method of reducing the cross-correlation termg
but a method which allows a faster measurement is depicted in Figure 16o
The actuating signal is presented to a low-power model of the system
to give an output y'Ct). This signal is then subtracted from the
output of the actual system so that the difference term represents only
the contribution of the test signal to the output of the actual system.
This signal w(t) is presented to the matched filter and the output
z(t) is now
Z(t) = kh (t°t ) +
o
r
hC-V) -"h (r|^) R^^(»V=t+t^) d,^
=00
= kh (t^t^) + €(t)
The error term €(t) is present by virtue of either imperfect a priori
knowledge of h(t) or a changing h(t) or both. In order to reduce this
term further the block labelled 'levaluation" assesses the characteristics
of the measured impulse response and uses this information to improve
the current estimate of h(t) by changing the model » Such a scheme
as this can be easily simulated on the digital computer for experimental
studies 3 and this i^ currently being done. Several interesting problems
exist in this area. For one thingj it is not clear that this measure-
ment scheme will always converge to the correct h(t)o Convergence will
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depend on how the evaluation block operates j and the computer work will
help to compare several methods of evaluation«
Wo Wo Lichtenberger
D, Optimization of Multipole Control Systems With Nonstationary Inputs
Consider a multi°inputs multi°output linear system and represent
the output y(t) as a vector with m componentSg Y-(t)j> y^(t)»-»o«? (t),
the input 7c(t) as a vector with n components X-Ct)^ Xp(t), oo« X (t)
and characterize the system by an impulse response matrix
\i «!=)
hll(llt) h^2«^t) ... h^^(l^t)
h2^(i,_t) h^a^t) ... hg^a^t)
\l«l') "na^l') — "nm^l')
(1)
The vector superposition integral is
r'
CD
Yj(t) V «l'> \ <'-5) d| (2)
Let the input x^Ct) be composed of a signal vector
contaminated by a noise vector n^(t)
S^(t)
and let the desired output
vector 1 d (t) be a linear function of the signal vector, i.eo.
d^(t)] = \i «it) s^ (t-i) « (3)
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We define an error vector
e.(t) = Yj(t) - d,(t)
J
(*)
and a corresponding mean square error vector
E = <e/ (t)> (5)
with m components corresponding to each output terminal o After some
algebraic simplification, we obtain
(^/ <'>> = 2 2
n 00 oo
k=l r^l o
kj 1 rj 1
n n
Sj^(t-i) s^(t"-x) y d^dx V, (i^t) V^.(X^t)
k=l r=l
<\
n
(t-l )^^(t-x) 7 didx +,
k=l ^o
V (i t) ="h
kj^^l -* jk
(6)
a^t)
J
Tj^Ct- 1
)
dS
It is clear that the minimum /e.^(t) y is attained when the last
expression is zero, ioe,
\j «i'> = \j«i^) (7)
or
61.
oo
\j<^l^> <(\(t-|) S^(t-X))> d| =
00
\j (^1^> ^('^(t-e) r(t-x)) d| (8)
Eq. 8 is the vector equation that specifies the impulse response matrix
implicitly. For this optimum impulse response matrix, the minimum
mean square error is
n
e/(t)
min
n 00
k=l r=l o
oo
\j<^l^> °rj<h^> <fk(^-^>
(9)
Sj.(t-X)\d|dX
n
k=l r=l
^jCe^t) \.(H-t) '^^y.i^'t) ?C;.(t-X) d^drj
For arbitrary specifications of the matrix
°kj<H'> , and the input
vector \(t)
,
the solution to the n x m integral equations
compactly represented by Eq, 9 may not be easily realizable. In many
cases the realization is just an approximation to the optimum system.
The synthesis usually involves preassigning the poles of the transfer
function matrix and then the zeros or residues are chosen to optimize
the approximation. \'Jhen such a general method of attack is used, it is
more accurate to optimize the residues by minimizing \6. (t)
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directly rather than trying to minimize the error between the optimum
impulse response matrix and the actual impulse response matrix. Let us
now formulate the constrained optimization problem more fully. First
we assume that the matrix given in Eq. 1 is such that every element is
a finite sum of products of the form
N,
h,. a,t) =
k=l
Sik^^> \j^^> (10)
The matrix gik«) is specified and the goal is to choose \j<'>
such that \^ e .^ y is minimized for all jo The general structure of
the realization is shown in Fig, 2» Againj we define an error vector
r"
e (t)
r
which is Y (t) dj(0 and we use the calculus
of variations in choosing a .(t) to minimize <^e.^ M ^ • The
result of the optimization is the following set of linear algebraic
equations: /
N n n CO oo
2 12
t=l k=l u=l U
rj (t) gj^^CO 8ura){\(t"l) ^y(t=X) dIdX
o o
(U)
n n, 00 00
' ^ ^y_ ff \^<-\^^ 8kq(l)<'Sc(t-» S^(t-X) dIdX
k=l u=l o o
q = Ij 2j, io» N
J = 1, 2 9 o a e m
which specifies the N x m elements of the matrix a^j(.)
The mean square error for this constrained optimization is
63.
"* min consto ^ T ^'^
n n 00 oo
\i «l'>''uj(H'>
k=l u=l o o
<Sj^(t-|)S^(t-X) dXdl -
n n oo oo
A,j(t)8^,(|)
i=l k=l u=l o o
(12)
D^^(X^t) <^ry, (t-l) S^(t-X))> dXdl
This is of course larger than the <^e^(t) y with no constraint.
^ J ^min
The effect of the constraint may be measured by the difference between
the minimum mean square error with and without constrainto From Eqs,
9 and 12, we have
e,2(t) e/(t)
min const min no const.
e A (Nj^t)
n nI I \i^H^^\i^^i^K'^k^^"°^^ ^u^*'"^^ y ^'^^^
k»l u=l o o
64.
1 :
V.
B n oo 00 . ' i
•I
A (t) 8j^.(X) \A\t) (TC^it^i)
r=l k=l u=l o o
• \ •
s^(t-X)^ dXdi <(13)
I
\
where the a..(t)*s are the solutions to Eoo 11» We may also define \
a normalized difference
5(N^t) = A(N^t)/<^e^2^
min
(14)
no const,
It is of course highly desirable if 8(N, t) is small, A more basic
question however is whether A(N. t) can be made arbitrarily small
by taking N large enougho We define the set }g|^.(0( to be
complete if A(N-t) approaches zero as N becomes arbitrarily large.
If this is satisfied then the solution for the constrained case is
asymptotic to the solution for the unconstrained case. For certain types
of inputs, the optimum solution for the unconstrained case is already
2
separable so that if the appropriate choice is made for
[g, .(I) ,
A(N t) will be zero,
Jo Bo CruZj, Jr, •
2
J, So Bendatj Principles and Applications of Random Noise Theory
^
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., NeV York^ 1958s, pp, 338-369.
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E, Dynamic Programming ' i'
1
Preliminary investigation was begun in the area of dynamic prograspniing
3 I
as developed by Bellmano The principal question under consideration is
j'
determining whether or not the philosophy of the dynamic progr4mming
I
approach can be used in the synthesis of adaptive control syst^So
Another problem of interest is determining the response ofj a
particular non-linear system to step inputs of random amplitude
The digital computer would be used to calculate these responses.
Various types of criteria would be used to evaluate performance ;and the
results comparedo
Mo E„ Suhrec, Jro
3Bellmanj Dynamic Progr^imiing „ Princeton University Press g 1957,
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IV o BASIC PHYSICS GROUP
A program in the field of plasma physics has been started which
will be devoted primarily to the study of basic collision processes
in plasmaSo
In one experiment it is intended to measure the cross sectioa for
excitation transfer in collisions between Helium atoms in which a
spin=flip occurs o In particular the reaction
He (3^P) + He (l^S) —> He (l^S) + He
^^1^^
will be studiedo Helium gas at about 1mm Hg pressure is bombarded
3
with electrons of such an energy that only metastables in the 2 S =
state are produced. These metastables are optically puir5>ed to the
3 3 3
3 P state with light from the 3 P ° 2 S trans it iono Transitions
from the 3 S or 3 D state to the 2 P state will give a clear indication
for collisional transfer of excitation of the kind mentioned above*
From the observed intensity the cross section can be deduced » A change
in the gas temperature allows one to obtain also some information
on the energy dep&mder&ce of the p5?e>c#j|®o
Light sources and electron gun are presently under constructiono
In another experiment it will be attempted to study electrons-
electron interactions in a plasma by observing the relaxation of a
non-equilibrium distribution function to the steady state-distribution
function. The present approach uses the photoionization of neutral
69-
cesiup in a cesium plasma by short light pulses of 2500- A to produce
a delta function type of electron distribution function. Several
ethods for sampling the distribution function as a function of tiae
are being investigated at present
a
C« L» Ci^ea
Mo Raether
I. Auger Electron Ejection
A, Background
Electrons from atomically clean surfaces can be ejected by
slow ions of the noble gases « These Auger transitions involve
either the direct neutralization of the ion or the de-excitation
of an excited atom. The yield and the energy distribution of these
Auger electrons permits conclusions concerning cleanesSj band
structureo Hagstrum (Bell) has already performed studies of
Auger Ejection from refractory metals and semiconductors;
however, there is a large area for studies in other metals and
metallic compounds
«
B » Program
a) Technical Problems:
Design and construction of an Auger type apparatus
with a magnetic analyzer for the ion beamo
b) Physics:
Yield and energy distribution of the Auger electrons
from (a) refractory metals p (b) Nij, Tio (c) some metallic
oxides.
70.
Angular distribution of Auger electrons
o
Mass=>spectrometric analysis of sputtered ions during
the low energy ion bombardment
„
c) Present Status:
The vacuum system of stainless steel has already
been designed. At present we are working on the design
of the electron gun and calculating the ion^optics,
IIo Mass Spectrometer
background i
For the ultra-high vacuum region the instrument has to be
bakeableo Measurement of fast change in partial -pressure for
the Whole mass range is an important problem in vacuum physics.
To avoid big magnets j the time of flight (or rf) spectrometer
promised to be the best choice
«
B, Program :
To gain some experience in this field g the first spectrom-
eter°tube will be restricted to a pressure of the order of 10
nrai Hgo Based on these results 5 an rf°spectrometer for the ultra-
high vacuum will then be constructedo
Co Present Status:
The design of the preliminary type has been finished. The
spectrometer tube is now under construction,,
71,
III, Surface Physics
X, Background ;
There are only a few methods known for measuriug sticking
coefficients on surfaces of metals and semiconductors* It is
proposed to use readioactlve gases for measuring the sticking
probability on clean surfaces,
B> Program ;
1« Design and construction o£ lon~beaai bombardment apparatus
for cleaning surfaces
„
2, Design and construction of a Germer type low energy
electron diffraction device for testing the cleaness of surfaces,
3. Determination of sticking probabilities of gases on
Zr, Ti, Taj, with radioactive tracers,
C. Present Status ;
The design and the construction of the Germer apparatus
is in the progress,
IV, High Vacuum Physics
A. Program :
1, Construction of an Alpert gauge with low temperature
cathode, (LaB^s MgO)«
o
2, Study of out°gassing properties of ceramics at high
temperature in ultra-high vacuum,
3« Study of sodium-traps for mercury<=pumps.
72<
B. Present Status ;
Preliminary study of out^gassing of ceramics with Mo-crucibles
and rf"heating are performed* The design and construction of a
new direct heated system is in progress,
Vo ^f6ssbauer Effect
A. Program:
The irosslsauer effect can be used to measure internal magnetic
field in solids „ As Haase has shown^ the gamma-modification
of iron can be obtained at room texE|p'?;rature by evaporatiiog iron
on copper monocrystalSo
Bo Present Status
i
A study of the production of thin (10 Angstrom) iron layer
on the (lll)=surface of a copper monocrystal is in progress «,
Eo Luscher
73.
V. PLASMA PHYSICS GROUP
This progress is to be contained in a supplementary report.
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APPENDIX A
List of Technical Reports
(Issued since July 1, 1957)
R-75 Human Performance in Information Transmission, Part VI,
Leroy G. Augenstine, December, 1958 (Unclassified).
R-76 thru 84 Issued prior to July 1, 1957
o
R-85 In press
o
R-86 thru 88 Issued prior to July 1, 1957.
R-89 In press,
R-90 thru 93 Issued prior to July 1, 1957.
R-94 Fast Collision Course Vectoring^ Jerry McCall and
Paul R, Peabody, July, 1958 (Confidential),
R-95 Evaluation of the ICON I(JNS) Control Program,
Albert Murray, July, 1957 (Confidential).
R-96 Antenna Resolution as Limited by Atmospheric Turbulence,
C. M, Angulo and J, P. Ruina, July, 1957 (Unclassified).
R-97 The Transient Response of Cascaded Butterworth Filters,
Bruce L« Hicks and Rosemarie Stemmler, August, 1957
(Unclassified).
R-98 Deployment of Missile Ships, Jerry McCall, 1957
(Confidential)
R-99 and 100 In press,
R-101 A Doppler Drift Angle Detector for Search Radars,
Andrew Longacre, George E, Mader, and James D, Rodems,
July, 1957 (Unclassified),
R-102 Binary Quantization of Signal Amplitudes: Effect for
Radar Angular Accuracy, Duane H, Cooper, May, 1959,
(Unclassified),
R-103 Storage Tube Noise, John Robe , August, 1958 (Unclassified)
R-104 Artful: An Experimental Study of An Automatic Air Defense.
System Under Varying Conditions of Human Intervention,
H, Wallace Sinaiko, July, 1958 (Confidential),
R-105 Sea Clutter Spectrum Studies Using Airborne Coherent
Radar III, Hicks, Knable, Kovaly, Newell and Ruina,
May, 1958 (Unclassified).
u UNCLASSIFIED
E-I06
,
In press.
R-I07 High Resolution Radar Program^ J, Po Ruina and
Ro Do RawclifTej April 1959 (Confidential). ,
R-I08 Antenna Image Quality Criteria^ J. J. J^ers, December
1958 (Unclassified)
o
R-I09 Optical Simulation of Antenna Images, J. Jo yiyers and
Bo Do Elliott, December I958 (Unclassified).
R-110 .^ Assessment of Antenna Image Quality by a Ifechanical
Observer, Jo J, Myers, December 1958 (Unclassified).
R-111 Optical Simulation of Radar Resolution, R. D. Rawcliffe,
Wo Wo Lichtenberger, and H. V. Krone, December 1958
(Unclassified)
o
R-.112 Evaluation of an AW/APS-2T Radar Installation in an Army
UI-A Aircraft, Bo Do Kirkwood and Wo 0* Unruh, J\me
1959 (Confidential)
R-II3 Experiments on the Perfonnance of an Automatic Air
Defense System, Ho Wc Sinaiko and L. Shpiner, January
i960, (Unclassified).
R-lli^- An Elementary Description of TASC, A Tracking and
Sorting Computer, James Divilbiss, June 1959 (Unclas-
sified).
R-II5 Careful: A Pilot Study of Effects of Heai^ Target
Load on Human and Automatic Decision Inkers, H. WaULace
Sinaiko and Glenn P . Cartwright , September 1959
(Unclassified)
R-118' Storage Tube Processor for High Resolution Radar, " ->.;i
R. Do Rawcliffe, December 1959 (Confidential.). ^ '
J
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INTRODUCTION
This is the second quarterly progress report of the Coordinated Science
Laboratory issued under Contract DA-36-039-SC-85122 covering the period from
June 1, 1960 through August 31, 1960, The past quarter has seen the build-up
of equipment in a number of programs which have been initiated during the past
year.
Of particular interest is the progress on the design of the proposed
Coordinated Science Laboratory data processing computer. This has included:
1, The development of the basic circuits with which the arithmetic and
control circuits will be constructed,,
2, The determination of the essential logical structure of the computer
and the instruction list.
3, Preliminary programming of a spectrum of typical problems to assess
the balance in the instructions list and detect awkward or valueless instruc-
tions.
3i;»^yud A/J^^'-'t^

1. APPLICATIONS GROUP
H. Knoebel J. D. Gooch A. Nordsieck
D. 0. Skaperdas B. D. Kirkwood W. C. Prothe
D, R, Allen V. Krone H. E. Tomaschke
R. W. Anderson
This group is developing the electric vacuum gyroscope, a long-term,
high-precision, inertial navigation instrument invented by Dr. Arnold
Nordsieck. The gyro consists of a coasting spherical metal rotor accurately
supported in ultrahigh vacuum by servo controlled high volta^ electric fields.
The rotor is initially accelerated by magnetic induction from temporary motor
coils located outside the vacuum envelope. With proper magnetic shielding,
this virtually frictionless bearing yields a slowdown time-constant measured
in ye^rs „ Torque free data-readout is accomplished optically.
During the previous quarter a complete operating gyro was assembled and
put ii^to operation. The spherical rotor is supported by fields from three
surroifnding mutually perpendicular pairs of identical electrodes assembled in
a vacqum tight demountable ceramic housing. Ultrahigh vacuum is maintained by
a small permanently attached titanium ion pump developed at this laboratory.
The gyro housing, mounted in servo driven gimbals is always accurately
aligned with the rotor spin axis. This minimizes torques resulting from
imperfect rotor sphericity and enables the use of a null balance data readout
system.
The data readout employs diametrically opposite photo-electric micro-
scopes viewing a not necessarily accurate zig-zag pattern marked around the
equator of the rotor. The resulting electrical signals have frequency components
which are highly sensitive to mechanical displacement. By servoing the gyro
housing, the data processor establishes identical signal spectra from opposite
microscopes, a condition resulting only when both microscopes scan identical
rotor latitudes and are therefore aligned perpendicular to the spin axis.
The rotor support (levitation) servo controls the electrode voltages
through the use of resonance techniques. Although the present system employs a
transistor in the servo stabilization network, it is possible to employ only
passive elements. The three servos are run from separate phases of a three-
phase power supply (70 kc) so that the isolated rotor is kept neutral regard-
less of control signals (accelerations) along any of the three axes.
Although the rotor used in this assembly was a poorly balanced reject,
it was hoped that a good rotor would be forthcoming. This did not materialize
and numerous gyro performance tests were conducted using the defective rotor
„
The tests were encouraging m that they served to demonstrate that all of the
equipment operated well and with a high degree of reliability,
1.1 Rotors
During this quarter two new helium-filled rotors were received but neither
was vacuum tight, A beryllium rotor with a gold diffusion joint at the equator
was found to leak badly and was returned to the vendor. An aluminum rotor,
very well balanced, with gold diffusion joint plugs in holes at both poles was
received from Professional Instruments, Minneapolis, Minnesota, This rotor
leaked slightly (100 times specification) preventing its use in a sealed-off
system. The leak was located and subsequently correlated with a minor accident
(abrasion during insertion of the shrink fit) , New fixtures have been designed
to guard against this occurrence during the assembly of the next rotor which is
scheduled soon. The leaky rotor was assembled into a gyro housing which is now
being evacuated. Provisions are being made to temporarily connect a continuous
pump to the gyro assembly so that at least limited tests can be conducted with
this rotor. A third vendor^ working on a beryllium rotor sealed with a plasma
jet weld, could prove successful in the very near future.
Since manufacturing control of the vacuum joint is a major problem consul-
tants have been engaged to develop techniques for diffusion joint sealing of
both aluminum and beryllium rotors and, as a by-product, to furnish sample
quantities of vacuum-tight unfinished aluminum rotor bodies. These can then be
finished and balanced in about one week by, for example. Professional Instruments
Company.
Additional electrodes, as well as housing components, are being procured to
enable the assembly and evacuation of as many gyros as needed to test new rotors
as they are received. This eliminates the delay incurred in disassembly of an
existing gyro to test a new rotor,
H. W. Knoebel
1.2 Zig-Zag Pattern Application
During the last quarter, the use of chemical etching for applying a sinusoi-
dal zig-zag pattern to the rotor for optical data readout was tested. The
resulting pattern had good optical properties.
Using apparatus described in the previous report, the results of the break-
down tests showed that chemical etching of aluminum or beryllium did not deterio-
rate the vacuum breakdown characteristics as compared with the untreated metals.
D. Skaperdas
1.3 Zig-Zag Pattern Data Processor
A position sensing data processor has been put into operation with optical
readoff of an equatorial zig-zag pattern inked on the ball. Synchronous detection
4of the pattern fundamental signal (present only when the gimbal has angular posi-
tion error) against the half frequency of the second harmonic signal (always
present) gives polarized error output. This error signal drives the gimbal servos
to follow the pattern center and hence the gyro spin axiSc
. For a pattern of 45 waves the data processor will track gyro spin speeds
of 3,300 to 30,000 rpm. Measurements on an air bearing simulator show short
time position error sensitivities of about two seconds of arc. This system has
been used in obtaining drift data during electric vacuum gyro operation,
A block diagram of the system in use is shown in Figure 1. Diametrically
opposite optical pick-off signals are added to give angular information free
of translational error.
The operation of the processor is (1) the generation of a reference
voltage for the demodulator^ and (2) synchronous demodulation to give the position
error signal
„
1.3.1 Reference Channel
A reference signal is generated by phase locking an oscillator to the
second harmonic of the pattern, and scaling down by 2 in frequency. This is
accomplished by a voltage tuned oscillator, phase detector, electronic integrator,
and lead network in a closed loopo The phase of the oscillator is compared with
the phase of the pattern second harmonic in the phase detector. Phase errors
produce a polarized output from the detector. This error signal is then used
to control the oscillator frequency such that phase synchronism is accomplished,
103.2 Demodulator
The synchronous demodulator provides a DC output polarized with the sense
of the gyro position error. A type 7360 two anode beam deflection tube is
used for this function. The two deflector electrodes are driven by a push-pull
square wave derived from the reference channel. The second input^ to the
central grid of the demodulator, is obtained by amplifying the optical pick-
off signal. The gimbal alignment information is contained in the fundamental
of this waveform and is vanishingly small at the centered position. There is
also present the large, and in this case unwanted, second harmonic component.
It is necessary that the push-pull waveform driving the deflector electrodes be
accurately symmetrical so that the deflector waveform contains no second harmonic
component. In this way, the demodulator is made relatively immune to the high
level pattern signal second harmonic. The limit of sensitivity is set by the
level at which spurious DC components in the output, due to the second harmonic,
mask the desired output.
A double balanced demodulator has been breadboarded, and test of its per-
formance will be made. Push-pull circuitry and direct coupled low frequency
feedback have been incorporated to provide stabilization against possible long-
time component drift. This is important since any departure of null position
produces errors which are not degenerated by the servo feedback.
Any decrease, by filtering, in the even harmonic energy would allow
increased sensitivity. This filtering would have to be accomplished without
phase shift to the fundamental, over the range of ball speeds that might be
encountered in the gyro. The possibility of filtering was investigated and the
results discussed in a later section.
1.3.3 Sensitivity Tests
Sensitivity measurements were made using the air bearing test fixture
discussed below. Spot displacement from the pattern center is adjustable and
accurately measurable by means of a micrometer head, lever-arm arrangement.
Meters on the front panel of the orientation sensors were calibrated in micro-
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inches displacement and seconds of arc^ Each meter calibration mark was found
to represent a displacement of approximately 2 X 10 inches. During gyro
drift test runs, the servo was observed to follow the ball drift with an average
error of five meter divisions or less. Therefore, the complete system follows
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with displacement sensitivities of roughly 10 inches. For a two inch diameter
ball this corresponds to an angular displacement of two seconds of arc.
1,3.4 Test Fixture Pattern
In the development of the orientation sensing circuitry, there was need
for a test facility that would test operation of the sensors in the operating
range anticipated for the gyro. The existing cylindrical air bearing test
fixture operated at roughly 1/3 the anticipated gyro rpm. The test fixture
pattern therefore needed 3 times the number of cycles used on the gyro. The
pattern was first drawn oversize, reduced photographically, and applied to the
test cylinder using a photographic transparency and the Kodak photo resist
process. One hundred fifty-seven cycles of pattern were applied to the 2 inch
diameter cylinder with sufficient accuracy for testing the sensing circuitry.
Sensitivity tests, reported above, were made using this fixture,
1.3,5, Tracking Filter
For the sensitivity desired in the orientation sensor, the error voltage
(fundamental) coming off the pattern is approximately 60 db smaller than the
second and other even harmonic components. If the small error signal is ampli-
fied sufficiently, the large second and higher even harmonic components tend to
overload the demodulator.
For experimental purposes, it is desirable to operate during variations in
gyro rotor speedy Since it is difficult with a tunable band-pass filter to
8implement tracking of a frequency which is normally at null, the possibility
of using a tunable notch filter to reduce the amplitude of the second harmonic
was investigatedo Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the circuit tested,
A series resonant L, C, filter is shunted across the demodulator input and
tuned to reject the second harmonic component. At resonance, the phase of the
voltage at the midpoint of the filter is in quadrature with the phase at the
top of the filter, These points are fed to a phase sensitive detector and for
the condition of resonance, the detector output is zero. If the input frequency
changes due to a change in ball speed, the detector input phases will be other
than 90O resulting in an output voltage from the detector with polarity determined
by whether the pattern second harmonic is above or below the resonant frequency
of the filter. The circuitry is arranged so that when this voltage is fed
through an integrating amplifier to the voltage variable capacitors of the filter,
the filter is tuned to resonance with the new frequency.
.It appears possible to obtain approximately 30 db rejection with this
filter over a 3 kc tuning range at a 30 kc center frequency,
1 .3o6 Zig-Zag Orientation Sensing-Second System
A second sensing system being considered is shavn in block form in Figure
3„ As in the first system described, this system generates a reference frequency
for the demodulator by locking a voltage controlled multivibrator to the ball
pattern second harmonic (2f), The multivibrator, having a non-symmetrical wave-
form with a 1-4 duty cycle, is operated in a closed loop with a frequency con-
verter, frequency discriminator, and integrator. The action of the loop is to
cause the multivibrator frequency to be such that the second harmonic component
of its waveform will be displaced in frequency from the second harmonic of the
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ball pattern by an amount equal to the discriminator frequency (in this case 200
cps) , The fundamental of the multivibrator waveform is therefore displaced from
the ball pattern fundamental (f) by one-half the discriminator frequency (in
this case 100 cps) . The 200 cps discriminator frequency is divided by a factor
of two and fed to the demodulator as the reference frequency. Gimbal alignment
error signal is fed from the frequency converter through a 100 cps band-pass
filter to the demodulator. The demodulator develops a DC voltage with ampli-
tude and polarity depending upon amount and direction of gimbal alignment
error. This DC voltage is then fed through a 400 cycle modulator to the follow-
up servo.
The main advantage to be gained with this sensing system is that the
demodulator will not be overdriven by the large second harmonic component
of the pattern signal while sensing the vanishingly small fundamental (error)
component, as there is now a filter ahead of the demodulator.
Numerous variations in the block diagram are possible with this system.
For example, a symmetrical waveform multivibrator with fundamental frequency
of 2f + 200 could be used in the locked loop. In this case a second frequency
converter would be used for the error channel, one of its inputs being the 2f +
200 square wave divided in frequency by a factor of 2. Thought has also been
given to modifying this system so that the output of the demodulator is at
400 cps rather than DC, thus eliminating the need for the 400 cycle modulator
and relieving the difficulties associated with keeping good demodulator balance
necessary when working with DC outputs.
This system is now in the "breadboard" stage and will be evaluated and
compared to the system now in operation.
Jo D. Gooch
H. V. Krone
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1.4 Resonant Levitatlon Servo
In the area of rotor support, two new servos were tested which are stabi-
lized with a feedback loop in the resonant support circuit. Figure 4 shows the
details of one axis of the support servo. A portion of the resonant coil voltage
is rectified, then modified with a frequency sensitive network and amplified.
The resulting signal controls the variable inductance of a saturable reactor.
In one of the servos, z(s) is a simple capacitor and the feedback loop is
connected regeneratively , This servo provides an open-loop phase margin of 15°
and permitted a hollow beryllium rotor to sag about 250 microinches or 2,5 per
cent of the 10 mil gap under 1 gravity unit acceleration. In the second servo,
z(s) is a series inductor capacitor and the loop is connected degeneratively
,
The phase margin is about 40° and the rotor sag is 50 microinches or 1/2 per
cent of the gap for 1 g acceleration.
It has been demonstrated that the regenerative configuration works without
need for an amplifier. However, it was not possible to obtain sufficient stiff-
ness using presently available components.
Do Allen
B. Kirkwood
1.5 Gyro Performance Tests
During this quarter a series of gyro test runs using a reject rotor were
completed which showed that the axial mass unbalance of the gyro was so bad as
to account, by itself, for nearly all of the drift observed. This was fortunate,
in a way, since it allowed easy comparison of the results with theory.
Minneapolis-Honeywell derived the equations of motion in earth-fixed
coordinates of a gyro suffering from a small axial mass unbalance and subject
only to torques due to gravity. These are shown in Table 1,
1, Minneapolis-Honeywell Aero Report 1502-PR7 (48221), Progress Report, 1 January-
31 March, 1958.
50^ f
ROTOR
ONE AXIS OF ROTOR SUPPORT SERVO
FIG. 4
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qa
= \ i^r^-V^^) - ^ a^ sin Xt + 2^ (PTQ+qP^) cos U
where a, P, r are components of the unit spin vector along the three
coordinates. West, up, and North, respectively.
= a cos X,t + r- (pT +<iP ) sin X,t
sin Xt + ^ (p7 +q^ ) cos Xt
m = gyro mass
I = moment of inertia
•^= gyro spin speed
W = earth's spin speed
L = latitude
Q = unit spin vector
g = gravity
Define
\ = p + q
p = pg cos L
q = W - tig sin L
P =
ms
IJX
iJQUATIONS OF MOTION OF GYRO DUE TO GRAVITY ACTING ON AXIAL MASS UNBALANCE
TA-RT.R T
EARTH-FIXED COORDINATES,
FIGURE 5
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The earth-fixed coordinates, along which the components a, p, and 'y, of the
unit spin vector are taken, are shown in Figure 5,
Figures 6 and 7 are plots of the motion described by the second and third
of these equations for various combinations of spin speed and axial mass
unbalance for both directions of gyro spin. These are good only for latitude
40° N, and for the case when the gyro axis is initially North-aligned,
By superimposing our experimental points for each spin direction on these
universal curves to obtain 1^, the axial mass unbalance, s, was calculated using
the expression for jU in Table 1» Gyro run-down during each data-taking run
accounts for the departure of the experimental points from the theoretical
curves
,
Figure 8 shows the average drift rate of the gyro relative to the earth-
fixed coordinates as a function of p-. This provided a second method for
determining mass unbalance by taking from this curve the )^ which corresponded to
the drift rate observed experimentally and again calculating s, the displacement
of mass center from support center.
The value of s by both methods for each spin direction came out to be
-5
about 3 X 10 inches. It must be remembered that this s is the axial mass
unbalance, or that component of the distance between mass center and support
center which lies along the spin axis. It is just this component which causes
the drift observed.
W. C. Prothe
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/I = - 10" sec /cm EXPERIMENTAL
POINTS
projection of
"north" end of gyro
WHEN s IS IN THE
DIRECTION OF -Q
FOR THE TWO CASES:
(a)ao=0, A)=0,ro=l
(b)ao=0,;9o =0, X)=-l
M =
ms
in
1.0 -08 -0.6 -04 -02 0.2 0.4 06 08 1.0
THEORETICAL MOTION OF GYRO SHOWING FIT OF EXPERIMENTAL POINTS; GYRO SPINNING
IN DIRECTION OPPOSITE TO THAT SHOWN IN FIGURE 6.
FIG. 7
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.0^
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WHERE m=MASS
s = AXIAL MASS
DISPLACEMENT FROM
GEOMETRIC CENTER
I=MOMENT OF INERTIA
aj=ANGULAR VEL. OF GYRO.
FOR LATITUDE =40** N.
ROTOR INITIALLY N-ALIGNED
-APPROACHES I5VHR
10 100 1000
AVE. DRIFT RATE RELATIVE TO EARTH FIXED COORDINATES. (DEG/HR)
FIG. 8
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2„ BASIC PHYSICS GROUP
C. L, Chen D„ Lee F. Propst
R. Fredrickson E. Luscher R. D. Rawcliffe
T. E. Feuchtwant E. Lyman C. Sherwin
W. Holloway C. Mendel
2el Ultrahigh Vacuum Experiments
2.I0I All-Metal System
Several additional attempts have been made to obtain a demountable seal
for the nude ion gauge, but all have failed after bakeout at 400°C. Another
commercial flange with feed-throughs (Varian Associates) is being prepared for
testingo The construction of a similar flange by this laboratory's tube shop is
in progress
o
2cln2 Qmegatron System
2
Biondi has pointed out the usefulness of the material zeolite at room
temperature in trapping back-streaming vapors from a diffusion pump, A trap of
similar design, cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature (-1950C), was used to trap
back-streaming vapors from a Welch 5 cubic foot/min fore pump.
After conditioning the zeolite by baking out the trap under fore pump
-7
vacuum for 40 hours, pressures a few times 10 mm Hg were attained for two days
Then the pressure rose slowly throughout the testing period of thirty days,
-6
leveling out at roughly 3 X 10 mm Hg pressure
„
Mass spectrums of the residual gases present indicate the major constituent
(80 per cent) is mass 28, probably carbon monoxide plus some nitrogen. Mass 40
(argon) constituted the next largest component (10 per cent). The remainder of
the residual gas was made up of water vapor, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and
heavier organics,,
2. M. A. Biondi, Rev. Sci. Instr.,
_30, 831(1959).
20
The presence of argon seems to indicate a leakage of air through the
pump.
H. Toraaschke
D. Lee
2.2 Vacuum Breakdown Studies
Several theories exist regarding the sequence of events leading to
electrical breakdown across a high vacuum gap, each theory being supported
by a certain body of evidence. Field emission from surface irregularities
appears, in most theories, to be one of the initiating processes, A
vacuum system has been constructed containing an electron gun, resembling those
used in cathode ray tubes, to project a beam of electrons across the high
voltage gap. It is hoped that this electron beam will play the role of the
field emission current in initiating breakdown. If so, it should be possible
to synchronize breakdown with a pulse of beam current, so that rapid changes
during the breakdown may be observed. With the initial step of the discharge
controlled, it snould be possible to determine the effects of various parameters
on the succeeding steps, and hence, perhaps, determine the nature of these
steps
.
To date, the electron gun and vacuum gap have been assembled in a
vaccuum system, and auxiliary electronic measuring equipment has been constructed,
but we have not yet determined whether the beam current will initiate a discharge.
R. D, Rawcliffe
2.3 Equipment Construction
In the last Progress Report - March/May 1960 - we gave an outline of our
research program. For all projects such as Auger Electron Ejection, Magnetic
properties of Gamm„a-Iron, Mass-Spectrometer and Germer-Farnsworth-Electron
Diffraction, we are still m the process of building equipment. Work is progressing
E, Luscher
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2o4 Hyperfine Structure of Nitrogen^ *
The hyperfine structure of atomic nitrogen has been determined by the
optical transmission of an oriented alkali vapor in spin-exchange equilibrium
with atomic nitrogen. The production of atomic nitrogen was accomplished by
a pulsed r^f. discharge, which dissociated the molecular nitrogen being used
as a buffer gas in the resonance bulb. In order to avoid the large transient,
an arrangement for providing a continuous supply of atomic nitrogen was intro-
3
ducedr To reduce inhomogeneity in the magnetic environment, a small (250 cm )
resonance bulb was usedo For the production of hyperfine transitions an oscil-
lating magnetic field is applied. The wire coil is w )und directly on the bulb
with the axis 45° with respect to the imposed magnetic fields This makes it
possible to produce K- and CT- transitions c For detection the method of Demehlt
is applied; by spin-exchange between cesium and nitrogen, the equilibrium popu-
lation of cesium is changed and the probability of absorption is changed too.
All of the Zeeman transitions (A F = and A M = + 1) and all of the hyperfineF —
transitions (A F = + 1 and A M = + 1) were observed with characteristic resonances
'
—
F —
shown in Figure 9*
The preliminary results of the zero-field splitting arei
N
^
v(5/2 >3/2) 26,127325 + 0,000125 Mcp/s
v(3/2
—
^1/2) 15„676380 + 0.000075 Mcp/s
15
N v( 2 > 1 ) 29.290950 + 0.000100 Mcp/s
The Hamiltonian used in the calculation is:
u a T T ^ u T IT T T, 3(1 J) - 3/2 I J - I^ J^H = AI.J + ijLg.HJ -uig.HI, +B =-^ : =^-=
-
-
-^o J z z f^o 1 1 1 2 I (2 I - 1) J (2 J - 1)
* This study was designed and begun by R. Novick, and when he left we
took over the supervision of this experiment
c
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a) iP (2 0)
b)
c)
CS Zeeman
a) ^^ 5/2
b) ir^^ 2
Zeeman
The resonances are
a ) ^^ (2 0)
b) CS Zeeman transition
) ir - 5/2 and IT^ - 2 Zeeman transition
FIGURE 9
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On this basis the hyperfine structure constants are:
ACN"""^) = 10,450939 -f 0^000050 cp/s
14
B(N ) = 5 + 50 cp/s
B(N ) = 14,645475 ± 0.000050 cp/s
14 15
The hyperfine anomaly for N - N obtained by combining these measure-
ments and using the nuclear moments measured by Anderson is:
A =^^if|4^= 0.000900g(15)/g(14)
A letter to the editor of the Journal of Chemical Physics is in prepara-
tion.
E. Luscher
W. W. Holloway
2.5 Research Using ENDOR Technique
The development of a sufficiently detailed theory of the F center to
permit a full utilization of the fine resolution of the magnetic resonance
spectrum was obtained by the ENDOR technique.
The first step in the program involved the construction of a spin Hamil-
tonian capable of explaining the detailed (hyperfine) structure of the spectra
previously tentatively identified as due to the interaction of the F-electron
with a given pair of nuclei located at both ends of a line through the center
of the vacancy
o
A modified perturbation expansion, suggested by Pryce, was used to calcu-
late a spin Hamiltonian which exhibited an indirect coupling of the above pairs
of physically equivalent nuclei,, This second order term was shown to be fully
responsible for the previously unexplained (hyperfine) structurCo It also had
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the added feature of being sensitive to the sign of the product of the nuclear
g factor and the quadrupole coupling. This effectively permits the experimental
determination of the sign of the latter factor^
The possible utilization of the ENDOR technique for an experimental deter-
mination of parameters such as the nuclear quadrupole moment and its antishield-
ing factor is now being investigated.
T. E. Feuchtwant
2c 6 Vacuum Breakdown
Testing of the clump hypothesis has been continued with an improved
version of the original apparatus^ which is capable of accepting clumps from
a larger solid angle^ The transmission for field emission electrons lies between
2 and 4 per cent, A total of 800 shots has been fired so far without any indi-
cation for clumps being produced and causing a vacuum breakdown. The experiment
is being continued; it is^ however, felt that future work should concentrate
rather on the prebreakdown phase. Equipment for these investigations is
presently under construction.
M. Raether
2.7 Spin-Flip Collisions in Helium
Construction of the light source for the 3888 S line has been completed
and preliminary measurements of the light output have been performed^ The
light source consists of a Helium filled gas discharge tube operated by a 200-
mc, 100 watt cscillatoro The main discharge is concentrated in a channel 1 cm
long and 3 mm in diameter. The optimum gas pressure has been determined
experimentally to 1.5 mm Hg , The total light output integrated over the line
is 30 mw. It is intended to operate the source on a pulsed basis in order to
increase the intensity by roughly one order of magnitudes An 18 kw booster
stage for the oscillator is presently constructed.
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Experimental work is concentrated on the development of a suitable
monochromatic light source for the photoionization of cesium. The mercury
lines 3125 and 3131 look promising for the generation of photoelectrons near
zero velocitye
C. L. Chen
M, Raether
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3. COMPUTER GROUP
R. M. Brown L„ S. Kypta J. L. Stifle
. H, G. Bobotek P. Ponzo R. L, Trogdon
J. L, Divilbiss
The work of this- division is concerned with the applications of digital
techniques for information processing in real tinier Particular attention
has been given to problems arising in air surveillance and tactical control
of weapons. The work reported here covers research on computer logics as
well as developments in circuits and equipment used in these studies.
3.1 Equipments
3.1.1 TASC
During this quarter TASC was in use 610 hours. No operational failures
occurred in this interval. Routine maintenance of TASC consumes only about an
hour each day„ While many of the uses of TASC (FAAP^ Pathfinder, etc.) do not
use the entire machine, essentially all of the machine capabilities are tested
regularly.
J, Divilbiss
3.1.2 Delay Line MRQ
During this quarter, delay line MRO performance evaluation data was taken.
The objectives of the evaluation were twofold: first, to determine the detection
sensitivity of the MRO and, secondly, to determine the beam splitting accuracy
of the MRO. While pursuing these objectives the MRO was operated under various
conditions of signal and noise, false alarm rates, time packed pulses integrator
threshold settings, detection bandwidths, and time packed pulse integrator
weights.
To date, with regard to the MRO"s detection sensitivity, data for a
uniformly weighted time packed pulse integrator, and for an optimally weighted
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time packed pulse integrator have both been taken. With regard to the MRO'
s
beam split accuracy^ data corresponding to only the optimally weighted time
packed pulse integrator has been taken. In addition to detection sensitivity
data and beam split accuracy data^ a series of photographs showing the real
target tracking ability of the delay line MRO and TASC, working as a system,
has been taken.
R. Trogdon
B. Voth
3,1 o3 Multi-Aperture Device Studies
Multi-aperture magnetic devices are being investigated with a view to
their use in a special purpose computer. These devices have the properties
of information storage (i.e,, non-destructive read out), power gain and isolation
between input and output. It should be possible to construct a computer using
transistors for the clock source and multiaperture devices for logic and memory.
This work is being done in conjunction with Dr. McCormick of the Digital
Computer Laboratory,
Jo Divilbiss
3.2 Computer Studies
Work on the proposed CSL data processing computer during this quarter
has covered the following areas:
1. Development of a basic AND-OR-NOT configuration with which all the
arithmetic and control circuits will be constructed. Aside from some concern on
the sensitivity to spurious noise, this circuit is essentially designed.
2. Determination of the logical structure of the computer and the instruc-
tion list. This is now established up to the perturbations that inevitably
arise in detailed design of the control.
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3. Preliminary programming of a spectrum of typical problems to assess
the balance in the instructions list and detect awkward or valueless instruc-
tions
.
3.2ol Basic Circuits
Several circuits were designed and studied for use in the CSL solid
state computer,, One circuit has tentatively been decided upon and is in the
final stages of test and evaluation.
The circuit is in the form of a basic building block which can be used
to construct most of the circuit complexes found in a digital computer.
Logically the block is of the form AND-OR-NOT with each block having up to
4 input AND circuits and a fan-out of six. The actual circuit used is shown in
Figure 10,
Diodes D. and D form the AND circuit and diodes D-D the OR circuit,12 3 6
Transistor T . an emitter follower, provides a low impedance source to drive
the base of T which is the inverting amplifier. Diode D and transistor T^
2 7 3
provide driving action into and out of the load. Diode D conducts current
into the load during the positive transition of the signal and T acting as an
emitter follower, conducts current out of the load during the negative transi-
tion. Diode D„ minimizes the carrier storage in transistor T„ by limiting the
o 2
base current of T ,
Typical propagation delay times for this circuit is from 25 to 50 nanosecs.
With asynchronous control logic using this circuit, the basic action rate (i.e,,
for successive gating operations) is about 5 mc.
R, M. Brown
Je Stifle
Ro Trogdon
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3.2.2 Logical Structure
The proposed structure of the computer is shown in Figure 11. The central
item is the adder, whose two inputs and single output are switched between the-"
various registers in the machine. There are six active arithmetic registers,
R., (j = l,.o.6) which serve both as conventional accumulators or as index
registers depending on the instruction parameters. The first of these, R-,
^
.
also has a secondary register, R', and has a role similar to a quotient
register in shifting, multiplication, and division. The register, I, serves
for interrupt functions and is set by external or control signals such as
overflow. The D and D registers are 16 bit representations of 2 (0 < n < 4)
and are used for operations on a single bit of a word.
Table 2 gives the tentative instruction list. The 16 bit instruction is
divided into four parts as shown below:
f(5 bits) v(3 bits) b(3 bits) n(5 bits)
The first part, f, indicates the function or operation to be performed. The
second, v, (1 < v < 6) normally indicates which register, R., shall be used as
an accumulator; for some instructions, however, it serves as an indicator of a
variant on f. The third part, b, (0 < b < 7) indicates which register R. shall
serve as an index register in obtaining the operand, Y :
Y = Rb + n
When, b = 0, H^^ is taken as identically 0. When b = 7, the 16 bit word
corresponding to the fictitious R
,
is taken from the next word in the program
(i.e, at P + 1 if the current instruction is taken from memory location P) . In
this manner full length addresses and constants can be written directly into the
program where they will be needed.
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TABLE 2
TENTATIVE ORDER CODE
^0 = R. + n; Y^ = m {\}^^
Explanation
V =
V ^
V =
V 7^
3
4/5
6/7
8/9
10/11
12/13
14/15
16
17
18
19/20
21/22
23/24
25
26
27
28
STOP
Right Sign Shift R R, by Y )
_, ^„
^ ^ V 1 -^ mod 32
Normalize R R for less than n shifts, storing count in R,
2 1 ' ^ b
Left Sign Shift R R, by Y )
, ^„V 1 -^ mod 32
Right Circular Shift R R by Y )
, ^„^ V 1 -^ mod 32
Left Circular Shift R R, by Y )V 1 O'mod 32
+ Y,{\ } - -0
m
+ Y -
— m
^ R
-^R
V
V
-^R
R
{\}± m
V
m
Replace add or subtract
Undecided
R
^ memory location Y
-15
'R
I
—^R R ; Hold Multiply
-> R R : Divide
V I
If * 0/m—^^v' ^°S^^^^ Multiply
JR 1 + Y{if , > R ; Selective Complement/m V
R 1 V Y .-
If /m
-^ R ; Logical OR
V
JR I ^ memory location Y where | R, I has I's; Selective Substitute
I vf -^ [If
Compare R to Y ; if < jump to P + 1
= jump to P + 2
> jump to P + 3
Compare R to Y as in # 26
V m
V = 0: Jump to location Y
if b = 7: jump to P + 2
P + 3
P + 4
1: Jump to location Y
= 2:
= 3:
JR^I + n R^; jump to { R^ |
[\\ - n R^; jump to JR^j
= 4: Temporary jump to Y
,
execute and return to P + 1
= 5: Jump to P + Y
= 6; Jump to P - Y
= 7: Put P + 1 (9 location Y , and jump to Y +1.
32
-7
29 Let f, v' represent 2-2 of R : Execute: f v' b n
V0-7
30 Let f, v" represent 2 -2 of m(R ) •. Execute: f v' b n
' V
31 V = 0: Input to R, from line # n
b
V = 1: Output from R, to line # n
b
V = 2: If R, ) =0, skip next order
b n '
V = 3; If I =0, skip next order; if I =1, clear I to zero and go to P + 1
n ' n ' n
V = 4: Set R^) =
b n
V = 5: Set R ) =1
V n
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The last part of the instruction, n, (0 < n < 31) serves as a short address
for shift orders and for providing small increments
„
The quantity, Y
,
defined above can be used either as an operand itself
or as the address of an operand^, In the latter case Y is the resulting operand
m
located at address Y , By use of Y and Y , conventional arithmetic operations
m
and index register modifications can be simply handled.
R. M, Brown
3.2.3 Preliminary Programming Studies
A variety of programs have been written to evaluate the instructions
and have been quite helpful in arriving at the instruction list given previously.
The multiple accumulators and bitwise operations have proved very useful in simple
game problems and housekeeping in general.
Some attention has also been given to multiple precision arithmetic.
Although use of this computer for extended arithmetic calculations is a secondary
consideration, it is of some interest to evaluate its operation in an inter-
pretive multiple precision mode. Routines have been programmed to give accuracies
of 31 binary places (9 decimal places) . Table 3 shows the time estimates for
two such, the first fixed point, the second floating point. These times are
estimated using 8 ^sec for each memory access and 40 ^sec for multiply and
divide. The bulk of the time is taken up by the interpretive main control
time (240 ^sec.)
.
R. M. Brown
R. Jenks
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TABLE 3
OPERATION TIMES IN MICROSECONDS
Double Floating
Precision Point
+Y^ —> R 320 384
— V
R + Y ^Y 426 600
V — m ii m
R + Y ^R 360 600
V — V
R + Y > R 328 424
V — m V
Shift 432
Selective Store 390
Logical (R with R ) 272
V b
Logical (R with memory) 304
V
Multiply 584 720
Divide 744 688
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3.3 Control Studies
3,3.1 Civilian Air Traffic Control
The three sorters referred to in the previous QPR are all operational
.
They provide a means for studying:
a„ Spacing as a function of time.
b„ Delay as a function of load,
c„ History of individual flights.
Control Program , A control philosophy has been partially worked out
and converted to diagrams for programming. The main assumptions around which
this philosophy will be built are listed below:
a. Positional information of all aircraft is fed into the system at a
relatively high rate (of the order of once every 10 sec,).
b. A system of computers resembling those of the Cornfield System.
c. Control information will be sent from the control computer to
controlled aircraft via a digital data link. Each controlled aircraft will be
equipped with a receiver set to respond only to messages addressed to it and
designed to display heading^ distance to outer marker and the instruction "hold".
d„ Pilots respond to all control instruction within 6 seconds of
transmissiotto
e„ All aircraft are at the same altitude.
f. All aircraft upon entering the system are either uncontrolled (and
unidentified) or they are identified (and will be controlled)
.
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4. ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS GROUP
M. E, Van Valkenburg W. Kopek C. Pottle
J. B. Cruz W. W. Lichtenberger D. Snyder
R. Backnian W, Mayeda R. Willson
4^1 Model-Reference Adaptive Control Systems
Research on this project has been completed. Report R-121 entitled "A
Method of Adaptive Control for High-Order Systems" was issued August, 1960,
E. A. Huber
4.2 Identification of Linear Systems
In the past quarter, the work on linear system identification has been
nearly completed, A feW examples remain to be worked on ILLIAC. A technical
3
report is in preparation. The work of Turin on identification of linear
systems by means of linear filters has been extended to include ensembles of
slowly time-varying processes. The result of this work is a general optimum
filter design based on the summation of a finite number of successive measure-
ments. The final results include two important special cases.
The first is the case of an ensemble of fixed processes where the number
of trials permitted is limited by the time required. This is the case reported
on in the last quarterly progress report. Optimum design for both measurement
filter and test signal as a function of the statistics of the noise and the
ensemble is determined for this case.
Secondly, a similar optimum design is determined for the case of a
single, slowly time-varying process. This design rests on the statistics of the
noise and the rate of variation of the process. In addition the optimum number
of trials is given.
3, G. L. Turin, On the Estimation in the Pressure of Noise of the Impulse
Response of a Random, Linear Filter," Trans, IRE
,
Vol, IT-^, pp, 5-10,
March, 1957.
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A third problem worked on primarily as an example of the use of matched
filters in system identification is the model reference scheme mentioned in the
last quarterly progress report. Results have been obtained which indicate the
convergence of the scheme as a function of signal to noise ratio and the criteria
employed in the assessment of each estimate,
W. Lichtenberger
4.3 Time-Varying Systems
The control of sampled-data linear time-varying plants or processes is
under investigation. The general structure of the system is shown in Figure
12. In addition to being time-varying, it is assumed that the plant is not
known exactly but that its impulse response h (t, §) is given within the bounds
P
of two surfaces. The problem is to synthesize the discrete control, labeled as
"digital computer" in Figure 12. The desired input-output transfer characteris-
tic may or may not be required to change depending on the nature of the inpyit.
The method of solution proposed here is to divide the computer into three
functional parts as shown m the dotted box of Figure 13. The desired output
which is the output of the input adaptive computer may be a nonlinear function
of the input. Also, it may adapt or change internally, depending on the nature
4
of the input. Thus, this portion of the system is called input signal adaptive .
4
The rest of the system is passive adaptive „
At present, attention is focused on the synthesis of the digital or
discrete forward and feedback compensators. Note that since the desired transfer
characteristic from the output of the input adaptive computer to the actual
output is unity, and since the plant is time-varying, then the discrete compen-
sators must be time-varying. The plant is characterized by a time-varying
4o J. A. Aseltine, et al, "A Survey of Adaptive Control Systems, IRE Trans
PGAC-6, pp, 102 - 108, December, 1958.
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5
transmission matrix as used by Friedland
. The transmission matrices for the
forward and feedback discrete compensators are then determined using matrix
techniques analogous to those used by Horowitz in connection with multi-
6
variable continuous control systems
.
Finally^ the compensators may be realized using zero-order hold circuits,
switches, resistors, and summing amplifiers. Initially, only a digital computer
simulation will be used.
J. B. Cruz
4.3.1 Journal Articles and Reports
1. S. L. Hakimi and J. B. Cruz, Jr,^ "Measures of Sensitivity for Linear
Systems with Large Multiple Parameter Variations, " 1960 IRE WESCQN Convention
Record, Part 2, pp. 109 - 115.
2. R. P. Wishner, "On Markov Processes in Control Systems," Report R-116,
101 pp., June, 1960.
3. E. A. Huber, "A Method of Adaptive Control for High-Order Systems,"
Report R-121, 79 pp., August, 1960.
4.3.2 Travel
J. B. Cruz, Jr. attended the 1960 IRE WESCQN, held at Los Angeles, Calif.,
August 23 - 26, where he read a paper (see 1 above).
M. E. Van Valkenburg participated in the International Federation of
Automatic Control Congress in Moscow, U. S. S. R. from June 27 to July 6, 1960,
and read a paper.
5. B, Friedland, "A Technique for Analysis of Time-Varying Sampled-Data Systems,
Trans AIEE 75
,
Part II, pp. 407 - 414, 1957,
6. I. M. Horowitz, "Synthesis of Linear, Multivariable Feedback Control Systems,
IRE Trans AC
-5, pp. 94 - 105, June, 1960.
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5. PLATO GROUP
D. Bitzer D. Diamond M. E. Suhre
P. G. Braunfeld E„ A, Huber B. W. Voth
Project PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations) aims
at building an automatic teaching device--specifically, one for teaching students
the use of a general purpose digital computer such as ILLIAC. The project divides
into two partsj
1, Designing and building equipment for enabling student and machine to
communicate with each other,
2. Writing programs for controlling the teaching operation within the
central computer,
5ol Equipment
5.1.1 Man to Machine Communication
A keyboard suitable for communication from the student to the machine
was already in existence at CSL. There are 16 different keys on the board. Ten
of the keys are used for inputing the digits from to 9. The remaining 6 keys
will be used for inputing special operations. One special key^ for example, will
enable the student to proceed to the next slide, another to ask for help in
solving a problem, etc.
5.1.2 Machine to Man Communication
The machine communicates to the student by means of a television picture.
The picture consists of the information on the storage tube superimposed on the
image of a selected slide,
5ol.2.1 Storage Tube Apparatus
The storage tube presently being used is the Raytheon QK 685. The purpose
of the storage tube is to retain information outputed from the computer for
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display to the student at the appropriate time. The storage tube operates in
four modes^ write, read, erase, and selective erase. The tube is switched to
one of these modes by the proper command from the computer. When the tube is
in the write position, letters and diagrams can be written on the storage
surface point by point. In the read position the information on the storage
surface is read out onto a display for presentation to the student. When the
tube is switched to the erase mode, the entire surface is erased, while in
the selective erase mode any individual point on the storage surface can be
erased. Symbols have already been written on and read from the storage tube
under ILLIAC control
.
5,1 c2, 2 Random Slide Selector and Flying Spot Scanner
The presently proposed slide memory has basically two component parts;
a flying spot film scanner, and a slide store complete with selection mechanism.
The function of the slide store and selection mechanism is to quickly present,
on command, any one of a number of slides located in the slide store to the
flying spot scanner which in turn presents the subject matter printed on the
slide being scanned to intervention and display equipment,
5,1.2,2.1 Slide Scanner
The broad specifications of the slide scanner will be:
1. 815 horizontal sweep line per frame, providing for odd line interlace,
2, 60 cps field rate harmonically related to the horizontal sweep rate
and synchronized with the power line frequency,
3„ 16 or 30 cps frame rate depending upon whether the odd line interlace
scan is modified to a dot interlace scan for purposes of improved resolution
and bandwidth economy.
4, Aperture correction.
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The design of the scanner will follow conventional practices in that a P-16
phosphor flying spot cathode ray tube will serve as a light source for a slide
camera having as a light sensitive element a photo-multiplier tube. Associated
sweep, high-voltage and signal circuitry will employ transistors for the most
part, but in the interest of engineering economy, may be replaced by vacuum
tubes in order that familiar circuit technology may be utilized,
5olo2o2o2 Slide Store and Random Selection Mechanism
The specifications presently held as objectives for this part of the
subject matter memory ares
1. Slide capacity of approximately 600 slides,
2. Access time of 1 second maximum^
Perhaps one of the first ideas considered while seeking an adequate slide store
and random select mechanism configuration was that of an automated group of
ordinary 35 mm slide magazines „ The idea was discarded because it was thought
any satisfactory select mechanism would tend to be slow, unreliable, and
cumbersome.
Of a number of additional schemes considered, one of promise presently
proposed, uses a slide store in the form of a circular, thin, photographic disc
on which is printed annular bands of slides. In addition to the bands of slides,
radially disposed binary codes will be printed in the center portion of the
disc to facilitate the location of slides in the annular bands.
It is proposed that the actual system will have 3 discs of about 12
inches in diameter carrying 4 annular bands of slides totaling 224 slides per
disCc Sixty-four slides each will be printed on the outer two bands and 48
slides each will be printed on the two inner bands. Between the center mounting
hole and the first annular band, the radially oriented indexing codes will be
printed.
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The first discs will be photo processed by virtue of a process camera
and a large master of perhaps 5 or more feet in diameter. It is possible that
a future method employing sequential exposure techniques may be employed in
place of the presently proposed large master method.
Each disc will be rotated to any particular azimuth by a directly attached,
brushless, stepping motor which will be driven by special digital servo circuitry
which in turn utilizes index code data and computer command data, A movable
lens and photo multiplier tube mechanism, also operated by computer command data,
will position the flying spot raster on any one of the four annular bands, thus
by angular motion of the disc and radial motion of the lens system, all slides
are made accessible.
The thinness and consequent flexibility of the discs, though an asset in
handling the servo problem due to their small mass as well as making them easier
to handle during processing and transport, presents a problem regarding the
accurate positioning of the discs with respect to their flying spot scanner
optics o The problem will supposedly be solved by sandwiching the thin discs
between multiple-air-orifice planes. It is expected that a small flow of air
through numerous small orfices will stiffen the discs as well as provide them
with a low friction bearing surface which will keep them from touching the
plane surfaces.
Figure 14 is an abbreviated schematic showing a single disc, its associa-
ted scanner, and related positioning mechanisms.
5.2 Programming
The material presented to the student will fall into two catagories:
lo "Textual" material
2. Problems and exercises.
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The textual material includes both static lecture material and dynamic presenta-
tions. It is expected that the lectures^ which are to be as short as feasible,
will be presented en sli des , The dynamic presentations -- for instance, a
demonstration of some iterative process — will be generated by the machine
itself
„
The problem sessions will display the adaptive features of the teaching
machine. The accompanying flow diagram indicates the general way in which
problems will be handled.
First, the computer presents the problem to be solved to the student.
The student, working, if he likes, with pencil and paper, is given an unlimited
time to punch in his answer via the keyset. When he does so, the computer
determines whether the answer is correct or incorrect and displays this informa-
tion to the student. If the answer was correct, the problem is completed and
the computer proceeds to the next order of business (further problems, new text,
etc,). If the answer was incorrect, the student is given the option of punching
in a new answer. This new answer is treated just as before. The student may
punch in a sequence of answers until he gets the correct one. There is no
limitation on how many wrong answers he may punch, but it is expected that
after failing to obtain the right answer for some time, he will push the "help"
button. However, the decision of \\hen to push this button is left entirely to
him. The help button activates routines of the following kind: the machine
first analyzes the last wrong answer to see whether it displays errors of a
special kind„ If so, special routines (more text, auxiliary questions) are
involved to help the student over these special points. In a large number of
cases, however, it will be impossible for the machine to make a reasonable
conjecture as to why a wrong answer was obtained. In such cases, the machine
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breaks the original problem into a number of elementary steps. By answering
each of these "subquestions" the student is led step by step to the correct
answer. Each individual step is treated as was the main problem: the student
punches in answers until he obtains the correct answer to that step. The
correct answer to any step leads the machine to present the next step to the
student. If the student fails to answer one of these steps correctly, and calls
for help via the "help" button, the machine will supply him with the correct
answer to that step. It is hoped that the problems may be programmed in such a
way that this event occurs rarely. It is also possible that after one or more
steps the student sees how to obtain the answer to the original problem. He
should, therefore, be provided with an option for leaving the step procedure at
any point, and give his answer to the main problem, A correct answer leads to
the next problem, while an incorrect answer returns him to the next step in
the detailed analysis of the original problem.
If a student must use the step procedure to obtain the right answer to
a problem, he should probably be asked further questions of the same general
type. Rules for deciding when he shall be released from a family of questions
and go on must be developed.
The teaching machine will keep a complete record of the answer in which
the student proceeds through the text and the problems. This is one of the
most important features of the device as it will make possible revision of
the material taught on the basis of detailed knowledge of each student's perfor-
mance. Such data have in the past been extremely difficult to obtain.
An auxiliary routine for the general teaching program has already been
written: this routine enables the computer to write specified letters and
symbols on the storage tube,
D. Bitzer
P. G. Braunfeld
E, A. Huber
M. Eo Suhre
B. W. Voth
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6, PLASMA BEAM GROUP
D. H. Cooper R. Hill H. G. Slottow
A. Nordsieck P. Hunt N. Wax
D. Bitzer M. Raether E. C. Wisman
B. L. Hicks
Progress of this group will be contained in a separate report.
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1„ APPLICATIONS GROUP
Ho Knoebel J» D. Gooch A„ Nordsieck
D, Oo Skaperdas B„ D„ Kirkwood W„ C„ Prothe
D„ R„ Allen V„ Krone Ho E. Tomaschke
R„ Wo Anderson
During this quarter a very well balanced rotor fabricated by Professional
Instruments was assembled into a gyro housing for purposes of levitation and
testing,, As mentioned in the previous report, this rotor, sealed with helium,
leaked at a rate of 1„5 — ——— o It was intended to utilize a CSF tita-
sec , . ,
i i t er
nium pump with a helium pumping speed of 0o3 ——— , in which case an equili-
_7 ^®^
brium pressure of 5 X 10 Torr could be achieved^ Accordingly, the gyro
was assembled, with a titanium pump and a Bayard-Alpert gauge (with a titanium
sleeve on the anode), connected to the gyro housing, and evacuated^ The
-6
resulting equilibrium pressure was 10 Torr^
At a later time the CSF titanium pump was shut off, leaving only the
Bayard-Alpert gauge in the systemo The resultant pressure was approximately
-8
10 Torr immediately after flashing titanium; several days later it rose
to 10 Torr„ This indicates that somehow the leak rate had been considerably
reduced.
From measurements of the rotor's period of oscillation and position of
its heavy point, the axial mass center displacement from the support center
-5
was calculated to be 1„4 X 10 cm„ For a gyro with this mass center dis-
placement and a constant speed of 120 rps, Figures 6, 7, and 8 of the previous
report predict that the motion of the spin vector will be a 25 hour circle of
about 2° diameter, assuming the gyro is initially north-alignedo
The first experiment, run without a magnetic shield, yielded circles of
about 3 degrees diameter as shown in Figure lo In this diagram the numbers
along the curve correspond to elapsed time in hours„ The coordinates are
defined in Figure 5 of the previous report. Note that the first closure
occurred in a little less than 23 hours, whereas the second closure occurred
in 24 hours
o
Two facts should be mentioned in conjunction with the data of Figure !»
First, the earth's magnetic field causes an observed rotor run down time constant
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of 8 1.2 days, hence, instead of the spin axis locus generating approximate
circles it should generate a curve as in Figure 2o Secondly, in initially
bringing the rotor up to the desired rps some energy is transferred to it
by the drive motor, resulting in its heating upo From our experiments it was
observed that if the data of the first 24 hours were discarded all subsequent
data seemed to substantiate theory^ thereby indicating that it takes about one
day for the gyro assembly to reach thermal equilibrium^ It should be noted
from Figure 1 that the data from the 24-th to 48-th hour yielded a circle of
3° diameter and a closure time of approximately 24 hours, as compared with the
calculated values of 2 diameter and 25 hours
o
During this period it was decided to place the magnetic shield on the
system. Only the outer two shields of a triple magnetic shield design were
utilized,, Each shield individually has an attenuation factor of 30, Cal-
culation of slow down indicates that if only one shield were used, the run
down time constant due to the Earth's magnetic field should be increased to
2
8.5 X (30) = 7,650 days „ Experimentally^ with two shields a run down
time constant of about 200-300 days was observed, thereby indicating the
presence of some retarding torque other than magnetic fields,. It is now
believed that this slow down is due to gas drago Calculations for our
1 -6
case show that for a pressure of 10 Torr of helium a slow down time
constant of 260 days should occur^ and this agrees closely with observed
values
The locus of the rotor spin axis for the case where the magnetic shield
was used is shown in Figure 3o Again it should be noted that if the first
24 hours of data are discarded, a circle with a closure time of 23 3.4 hours^
is obtained. Furthermore^ for all data after the first 24 hours, the maxi-
mum deviation from a fitted circle was approximately 10 minutes of arc„ The
above data was taken on the gyro which was operated^ levitated and spun for a
total time of 429 hours, before a human error caused a failure of the levi-
tat ion system^
For the next period, a vacuum tight, very well balanced, aluminum
rotor received from Professional Instruments will be tried. It is hoped
-8
that pressures in the region of 10 Torr will be attained, thereby inert
the run down time constant due to gas drag by a factor of 100,
1„ "Feasibility of a Free Gyro Navigation Sys<"em''. by A, Nordsieck. CSL
Confidential Report,
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lol Zig Zag Pattern, Qrlentaticn Sensing Data Processor
An alternate data processor „ shown in block form In Figure 3 of the previous
report, is currently being tested on a cylindrical air bearing test fixture.
Preliminary measurements indicate a sensitivity verv similar to the first model.
1„2 Rotors
Four rotors have been received during this period^ Aside from the one
mentioned above thev arej
a. an unbalanced, four-plece aluminum, rotor using two teflon gaskets
fabricated by Jo B, Andersen and Son, of Manor^ Pennsylvania, This rotor
,, , , , „ ,,^"9 Torr literhas a small leak of 3 X 10 ,
sec
be A 2-piece Bervlium rotcr^ accurately machined, with small vent holes
at the poles, made by Speedring.
Co Two 2-piece Berylium rotors employing a diffusion Joint, made by
American Bervliumo One rf these has a verv bad leak, however the other is
ultra-high vacuum tight „ This rotor has not yet been figured and balanced,
lo5_ Z ig Zag Pattern Applications
For the tesrs mentioned above an inked pattern was used. An unresolved
question exists as to whether the inked pattern may cause rotor slowdown.
An experiment will be conducted to measure slowdown due to this effect.
If slowdown is observed a pattern chemically etched on the ball will be
Ho Knoebel
Do 0, Skaperdas
2„ BASIC PtfySlCS GROrp
C„ L Chen D„ Lee C, Mendel
Ro Fredrickson E^ Luscher F, Propst
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2ol Qmegatron System
It is well known in ultrahigh vacuum work that a non-outgassed ion
gauge can give pressure indications that are much higher than those of an
outgassed gauge. It is of interest to know if the higher pressure indication
is due to gas being driven off the grid as a result of heating caused by the
electron current or if it is due to the ionization of gas molecules at the
surface of the grid by electron impact, the ions then being collected at the
anodeo If the first case is true the ion gauge can constitute an actual
source of gas, while in the second case the gauge merely gives an erroneous
pressure indication and is not a source of contamination for the rest of
the system.
In order to examine this effect, two i en gauges were mounted in opposite
ends of a common glass envelope giving a large conductance between the gauges.
After the normal bakeout procedure, one gauge was outgassed and the other
was not. With the gauges closed off from the diffusion pump the outgassed
-9
gauge operating alone reached an equilibrium pressure of about 1 X 10 mm Hg
„
When the outgassed gauge was turned off and the non-outgassed gauge put in
operation, the pressure indication was about 5 X 10 mm Hg after one day
-8
of operation and about 2 X 10 mm Hg after three davs of operation. The
pressure indication appeared to be independent of the value of electron
current
„
With both gauges in operation the pressure indications were about the
same and approximately equal to that cf the non-outgassed gauge operating
alone,
A further check was made by measuring the ion current collected at the
anode of the outgassed gauge with no other voltages applied to this gauge but
with the non-outgassed gauge in operation,, This ion current was less than
-4
10 times the ion current measured in the operating gauge.
8These results indicate tjiat gas is actuallv driven off the grid of a
non-outgassed gaugeo Omegatron rreasureinents showed peaks at masses 14 and 28
indicating that nitrogen 'vas the main constituent cf the gases driven offo
2e2 Al l2Me_tal_ni^Syst em
The commercial flange with feed-^throughs mentioned in the previous Progress
2 oReport was tested and found vacuum tight after several bakeouts at 400 Co
However, an electrical 7 eakage between terminals developed which rendered the
flange useless for Ion gauge purposes
o
A header developed in this laboratory'^ s tube shop is now under testo
This header is constructed by sealing molybdenum pins into a thin molybdenum
or Kovar sheet by using Corning 1720 glass „ The glass serves both as a solder
for sealing the pins to the metal sheet and as an insulator between the twoo
The metal sheet can then be brazed into a flange,, A neader of this type has
been found vacuum tight and with negligible electrical leakage after two
obakeouts (total of 78 hours) at 400 C„
Ho Tomaschke
2o3 Simulated Atomic Colli sions
At the request of Dean Wall of the University Graduate College, we have
developed a technique for simulating„ on movie film, the motions of colliding
atoms and molecules „ He wanted a vivid means of portraying these motions to
his chemistrv students « In our method^ we calculate, at any given time, the
positions of the particles using 11 1 i ac (To of 111 „ digital computer), and
present their rectangular coordinates on a cathcde ray tube, to be photo-
graphed o Atomic size particles are not sharply localized in space, but
rather, rtneir positions are given by probability distribution functionSo
Hence, in this simulation we imagine the cathode ray tube spot as a relatively
large fuzzv blob, not as a sharp pointy The technique for doing this is very
similar to that reported earlier (CSL Report R-Tll) for the simulation of
radar resolutiono This involves properly defocussing the camera photographing
the cathode ray tubec Ihis makes the spot 'image of suitable sizeo A
special photographic mask is mounted over the camera lens to make the edges
of this image diffuseo
Re D. Rawcliffe
R
„
Mo Brown
Lo Shipner
2o Progress Report for June, July^ and August, 1960^ Coordinated Science
Laboratory^ Iniversity of Illinois^ Urbana^ Illinois
»
2o4 Mass Spectrometer Development
As Techniques are developed for producing better vacua measuring the
residual pressure becomes more difficulty Also It becomes more and more
important to measure the partial pressures of the various gas components,
not merely the total pressureo Hence, in our vacuum research, we have been
applying several existing types of commercial mass spectrometers, and in
addition we have been trying to develop instruments and techniques for
extending the measurements farther into the ultra high vacuum region,,
Discussions of our use of the commercial Omegatron and Diatron appear else-
where in these progress reports „ Discussions of two new developments folloWo
2o4ol Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer
The time of flight mass spectrometer is an instrument of considerable
promise in the ultra high vacuum region as a gauge for partial pressure measure-
ment, and for surface physics studieSo It depends upon the fact that the time
needed for ions of the same energy to drift down a field-free tube
increases with the mass of the ion and hence the mass can be calculated from
a time measurement. We have built a preliminary model of such an instrument
patterned after ^he design of earlier workers in order to study its charac-
teristics, before designing an instrument suitable for use in the highest
possible vacuum^, Tests are currently in progress with this first model o
R. D. Rawcliffe
E o Lu s c h e r
Wo Schuemann
D, Ao Lee
2.4«2 Omegatron Development
At Oo McCoubrey of Bomac Laboratories (private communication) has sugges-
ted that the sensitivity and the resolution of an omegatron could be vastly
improved by changing the method of detecting the resonant lonSo In effect the
detection techniques would sense the presence of the ions many times as they
circle around within the cmegatron, rather than only once as they are
collected. An attempt to use one of his methods with a commercial omegatron
met with limited success. This led fc a more careful analysis of his methods,
and to a modified omegatron design which should be more suitable than a
conventional omegatron for use with his detection techniques. This device
is currently being crmstructed in cur shop.
10
2o5 Quantized Coherent Radar
The coheren'^ radar program cf this laboratory was completed about a year
ago, except that we have continued, at very low priority, a study of the
effects of quantizing the video return before the coherent processing » We are
currently planning a short flight program (one day. we hope), in January, again
with the excellent cooperation of i'he r'niversity of Michigan Willow Run Labora-
tory, We plan to photograph noncoherent and quantized coherent video data
using the Michigan radar and our commercial oscilloscopes and a small amount of
accessory equipment „ Circuits also have been developed here for automatically
reading off these data from the film onto Illiac punched tapeo Illiac will then
process the data, presenting the coherent display on the Illiac cathode ray
tube for photographyo
D„ L„ Bitzer
2.6 Vacuum Breakdown
Testing of the clump hypothesis has been continued with an arrangement
sketched in Figure 4, The transmission for field emission electrons has been
increased from 4 to 40% bv covering the entrance orifice of the drift tube
with a thin tungsten grid,, A total of 600 shots (2 (isec pulses, 16 kv
applied to gap 1) has been fired with both gaps held slightly below break-
down potentials As in previous experiments no breakdown could be triggered
in gap 2o
From this evidence it is concluded that the validity of the clump hypo-
thesis for the investigated range of parameters (a few tenths of a mm gap
spacing and 10-20 kv applied potential difference) is at least questionable.
These conclusions concerning the clump hypothesis in this parameter range
M, Raether
3
are in accordance with remarks bv larasova
„
2o7 Electron - Electron Interac tions in a Plasma
In the progress report March/May I960 it was proposed to study electron
electron interaction in a Cesium plasma bv observing the relaxation of an
electron distribution function, generated bv photoicnization of Cs-atoms
to the distribution function of the electron backgrounds
Our present plans utilize the explicit dependence of the microwave
3o L„ V, Tarasova^ Usp„ fiz„ Nauk^ Vol „ 58, 321,1956,
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conductivity of a plasma on the shape of the distribution function to
measure the relaxation process
„
The experiment is sketched schematically in Figure 5o Light from a high
pressure Hg discharge is passed via a monochromator and a Kerr cell through
a wave guide containing a discharge tube with Cs-vaporo The Kerr cell modu-
lates the light intensity and at the slotted line a signal with the frequency
of the modulated light is picked up which is proportional to the phase shift
produced by the photoelectrons
The waveform of this signal is compared with the waveform of the modu-
lated light as a function of modulation frequency. An analysis of these
waveforms yields the explicit time dependence of the microwave conductivity
which can then be compared with theoretical calculations,, A low frequency
modulation is provided in order to discriminate against a noise background
„
Investigation of available light sources has shown that the OSRAM
high pressure mercury lamp HBO 107 or similar types under certain conditions
provide a convenient source of monochromatic light in the desired wavelength
range. Under normal operating conditions the spectrum of the lamp is a
rather broad continuum with a few strong superimposed lines „ If the
lamp is cooled slightly, however, the pressure drops, the self reversal of
lines disappears and narrow line shapes can be obtainedo In Figure 6 the
spectrum of the lamp in the region 3000 - 3200 A has been measured under
two different operating conditions „ The line obtained with cooling has
a suitable shape for our present application. In Figure 7 the photoelectron
distribution function has been plotted as a function of energy (in units
of kT) which corresponds to this line, assuming a gas temperature of 550° K,
For comparison a Maxwellian distribution function is shown. These two
distribution functions are sufficiently different to give a sizable dif-
ference in the microwave conductivity
,
Most of the components for the experiment have been constructed and
tested during the last three months so that preliminary measurements can
start within the next weeks
„
C„ L, Chen
M„ Raether
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2o8 Fokker-Planck Equation Studies
The time dependence of an electron distribution function interacting with
a given background distribution function can be described by Fokker-Planck-
4
equation,, If the number of electrons with the distribution function under
consideration is small compared to the number of electrons of the background
the problem is reduced to solving a linear partial differential equation of
the parabolic typeo For a spherically symmetric case with a Maxwellian
background we obtain
9f
4. 2e
-E 77
1/2
+ f
e''^
erf E
1 2 Df
aE
1 /2
^ ^ T.1 '2 1 , . 2 -E
-J72 erf E (-
- 1) - - e
1 /2
2e-E (^ . 1) . 3 £— erf E^'^ (i - ^,}..
where E is the electron energy in units of kT and t a dimensionless time,
The complexity of this equation is such that there is no hope to obtain
analytic solutions „ Therefore a program has been written to solve this
equation on the Illiac computer, using a method described by Keller in
Reference 5o
C. Mendel
Mo Raether
2o9 Equipment Construction
The delivery of the stainless steel Vacuum System from RCA, Lancaster,
for the Auger-Electron ejection apparatus is expected in January, 1961
»
The work on the ion-optic and analyzer magnet is progressingo
Eo Luscher
Fe Propst
2ol0 Electron Emission Measurements
In order to get more information about low temperature cathodes, a study
of different cathode materials such as LaB , 17g0, Ba WO , CaWO will be
undertakeno The measuring tube (Figure 8) is very simple and permits measuring
4„ Rosenbluth, McDonald and Judd, Phys „ ReVo 107. 1, 1957
„
5„ A, Ralston and H, S, Wilf, Mathematical Methods for Digital Computers,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc,^1960.
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the total electron current in function of the cathode temperature to test the
tube„ Measurements with thorium coated standard cathode were made.
E, Liischer
D. Lee
2.11 Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer
(See report of Dr. Rawcliffe)
2.12 Sticking Probabilities Measurements
Very little is known about sticking probabilities on clean surfaces.
Therefore, apparatus is under construction to measure sticking probabilities
64
using radioactive tracer methods. First the sticking probability for Cu
on oriented W-single-crystal surfaces will be measurede
64
The tungsten crucible for producing an atomic beam of Cu is shown in
Figure 9. The radioactive sample can be introduced through the hole H, The
crucible is heated by electron bombardment from the filament F, The beam
passes through the hole H toward the target » The placement of the filament
in front of the hole prevents the obstruction of the hole H, because this part
of the crucible will be the hottest. The schematic experimental set-up is
shown in Figure 10.
64
During the deposition of Cu atoms on the W-surface it is not possible
to maintain extreme vacuum conditions in the beam-formation part of the appara-
tus „ Therefore, we use our differential pumping system in order to maintain
clean conditions in the target area.
E. Luscher
E. von Goeler
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3. COMPUTER GROUP
R. M. Brown R. D. Jenks P. Ponzo
H. G. Bobotek L. S. Kypta J. L. Stifle
J. L. Divilbiss E. Neff R. L. Trogdon
P. Hunt
The work of this division is concerned with the applications of digital
techniques for information processing in real time. Particular attention has
been given to problems arising in air surveillance and tactical control of
weapons. The work reported here covers research on computer logics as well as
developments in circuits and equipment used in these studies,
3.1 Equipment
3.1.1 TASC Operations
During this quarter TASC was in use 275 hours. This apparent reduction
in use resulted from a cutback in routine maintenance time. One operational
failure was recorded for the quarter,
A general purpose System Test Program has been written to increase the
effectiveness of system maintenance. The program has been designed to provide
as much flexibility as possible. It consists of up to 16 tests, any one of
which can be selected by a keyset in the TASC room. At the close of the
quarter, 6 tests are operational. Additional tests can be written as
independent tests and may be added to the main program with a minimum of
effort.
To make efficient use of the test program, black switch control of
Illiac is needed in the TASC room. This feature will also be of considerable
value in debugging new programs. It consists of a trivial addition to
existing equipment and will be operational early in December,
H, G. Bobotek
J. Divilbiss
L. Kypta
E. Neff
3.1.2 Multi-Aperture Device Studies
A planar shift register has been built using only transfluxors and
connecting wire. This register can shift in four directions, A three
dimensional register capable of shifting in six directions is possible using
an extension of these techniques. The moderate speed of transfluxor logic
22
(30usec per shift) is offset by its compactness (four shift register stages
per square inch)
.
J. Divilbiss
3.2 CSL Computer Development
3.2.1 Circuitry
Using the Digital Computer Laboratory library routine Sir Kittsolver
2000, worst case node voltages and branch currents have been determined for
the circuit module. In order to guarantee nominal 1/2 volt noise margins,
it was necessary to change the -6.5 volt power supply voltage to -7.0 volts.
The circuit is now believed to be optimum when subjected to DC analysis.
In order to evaluate the circuit and its components experimentally,
a device is being constructed which will perform one addition, check the
results, count if an error has been made, and then repeat the entire opera-
tion. This equipment will require 400 transistors and is expected to be in
operation about January 1
.
As a first step to designing the control, a flow chart has been made
detailing the steps necessary for executing each of the orders to be obeyed
by the machine.
J. Stifle
R. Trogdon
3,2.2 Logical Structure
Studies this quarter have focussed on the input-output system. This is
being done in conjunction with a cooperative effort on the input-output equip-
ment for the Illiac II being designed and constructed by the Digital
Computer Laboratory,, A survey of paper tape handling equipment has been
made and tentative decisions reached regarding tape format and typewriter
characters
„
For the CSL computer, the possibilities of implementing a multi-
program sequencing similar to that of the Lincoln Laboratory TX-2 are under
study. This feature can be implemented by (1) the addition of several orders
to the instruction repertoire, (2) the addition of a 16 bit "C" register
to store the storage address for the current program counter when interrupted,
and (3) the construction of program priority selection circuits which can be
added as additional programs are needed. With this method the number of programs
is not limited by the number of actual program registers.
R. M, Brown
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3.3 Controls Studies
3o3ol FAAP - Studies in Air Traffic Control
An approach to automatic control is being studied which should attack
most of the major problems. In very brief outline, the program takes the
following form:
a. Anticipation: For each target under control calculate
n
F = f(n, S T .)
' 1=1 ci
Control:
where n = number of aircraft
T = minimum possible time to collision
(i.e. head-on assumed)
e. = e + eISC
where 9. = transmitted heading
9 = heading to destination
9 = (heading correction)
c
2
T. odF d F
= aF -f (3^ -f >^ —
^
dt
The effect of this method is to anticipate and avoid congestion rather
than collision, but congestion can be defined (by choice of f) so that
collision is an extreme case of congestion and is therefore avoided.
Choice of the function, F, appears critical and complicated. To make
a choice of F easier, a fast time program has been written (F generator)
with up to 99 different scripts. (Each script is a 1 hour flight of up to
20 aircraft). Two functions have been written, studied and rejected and a
third is being prepared. ^ „P. Hunt
L. S. Kypta
3.3.2 Micon
As a continuation of the comparison of human and computer decision making
,
7
MICON has been modified to allow operation in three modes of automaticity
,
Mode I permits computer decisions only; Mode II, both human and computer
6o For previous results, see CSL Reports R-104 and R-115.
7, A single ship missile air defence control program briefly described in
CSL Quarterly Progress Report for December, January, February, 1960.
24
decisions; and Mode III, human decisions only. Results for Mode I have been
obtained and those for one subject in Mode III are being collected. Data
obtained so far appear to indicate that computer decisions lead to an equal
or better defense than human. Collection of data for Mode II and for more
subjects in Mode III is being planned„
H. Bobotek
E. Neff
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M. Eo Van Valkenburg
J. Bo Cruz
R, Backman
4. ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS GROUP
W„ Kopek
W„ W. Lichtenberger
Wo Mayeda
C. Pottle
Do Snyder
R. Willson
4.1 Optimum Desensitivity Design of Time-Varying Discrete Systems
The optimum synthesis of the digital feedforward and feedback compensa-
tors mentioned in the last progress report has been carried out. The feed-
back structure shown in Figure 11 is used. It is assumed that there is load
disturbance N and there is feedback instrumentation noise N „ In addition,
the plant or process characteristics may deviate from the nominal ones.
The problem of optimum design is based on selecting the compensators G
and H such that the effects due to N^ N and plant variations are minimized^
insofar as the input-output transfer characteristic is concerned. Two opti-
mization or cost functions have been investigated for the design criteria.
One of them is
C = K
2
1
T„ + T„ !
N N
1 2
where C is the cost function, K is the ratio between the energies in N
N„, T and T^, are the noise transmission matrices from N and from N
2^ N N^
,. ^ 1 2
respectively, and
and
N
ll
and T are the squares of the Euclidean norms
2
of the matrices. The Euclidean norm of a matrix is defined as the square
root of the sum of the squares of all the matrix elements. Design formulas
for G and H have been derived so as to minimize this C. The second cost
function is
C = E
N
^S^[y(kT) - y^(kT)]
where y(kT) and y (kT) are the actual and desired outputs respectively, at
the sampling instant kT. E is the statistical expectation operation
taken with respect to the input X, the noise N
,
the noise N
,
and the random
fluctuation in the plant P. Design equations for G and H have also been
derived so as to minimize this C. In the above optimizations it is assumed
that the given P is a time-varying plant transmission matrix which is
26
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known for future values of tinie„ This is an identification problem which
Mr, Christopher Pottle is investigatingo
It is hoped that although the design of H and G are on a passive adaptive
basis, the predicted identification of P will provide a sequence of specifica-
tions such that H and G may be redesigned at regular intervals to adapt to
greater changes in P^ In the interval between changes in design, G and H
are set for optimum desensitivity to smaller changes in P, N
,
and N ,
1 ^
J. B„ Cruz, JTo
4.2 Identification of Linear Randomly Varying Processes
Little has been published on the subject of processes whose parameters
vary "rapidly" with time, where "rapidly" indicates that the process parameters
vary at a rate equal to or greater than the fluctuations of the input signal.
We may choose these parameter variations to be random or deterministic in
nature. Some excellent work in the problem of multipath propagation has
8
been done by Kailath and others, where the problem is to identify one of a
finite set of signals which has been transmitted through a finite memory
channel with randomly varying parameters. In the process identification prob-
lem the signal is known, and we are to identify the parameters of the
channel. It seems necessary to require that the output of the identification
procedure be a prediction of the process parameters for some time into the
future. Elsewhere in this report Cruz describes a complete system which
would require such an identification of the process involved. The identi-
fication procedure mentioned in this paragraph would present the entire
system with the predicted transmission matrix for some interval into the
future, along with a correlation matrix which would convey some information
as to how reliable this prediction is.
The next quarter will be devoted to developing techniques for solving
the prediction-identification problem for Vapidly" varying processes.
C. Pottle
4.3 Synthesis of Threshold and Majority Networks
Because of the development of new components such as tunnel diodes and
parametrons, the synthesis of switching functions by threshold or majority
8. T. Kailath, "Correlation Detection of Signals Perturbed by a Random
Channel. IRE Trans, on Information Theory, vol, IT-6, June 1960,
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elements becomes an important problem especially for the design of automatic
digital computerso Several people have tried to find a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the realizability of a switching function by a single
majority element or a single threshold element „ However^ none has given a
useful method of synthesizing threshold and majority networkSo
Since the output of a threshold or a majority element is dependent on
the sum of input signals^ each of which is a switching function^ it is
reasonable to define a function which consists not only of logic operations
but also algebraic operations which is named an 'alogic function," The
relationship between a switching function and an alogic function will give a
new method of synthesis of threshold and majority networkSo It is very
hopeful that this method not only gives the answer to the popular problem
that is the synthesis of a single threshold or majority element which satisfies
a given switching function but also gives the synthesis of any threshold and
majority networks. Furthermore^ it is possible to synthesize sequential
circuits by alogic functions.
It can be shown that if every input signal of a threshold or a majority
element is a single switching variable and output is equal to a given
switching functi on^ then the alogic function for this network represents a
hyper-plane which divides the n-dimensional cube into two, one which
consists of vertices corresponding to the given switching function and the
other which consists of the vertices corresponding to the complement of
the switching function,
W„ Mayeda
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5. PLATO GROUP
D. Bitzer D„ Diamond M, E, Suhre
P. Go Braunfeld E„ A, Huber B, W. Voth
W, W, Lichtenberger
9
In the last QPR a description was given of a Mark I version of a
teaching machine. Such a machine was constructed and demonstrated during the
last quartero
The general structure of the current machine is indicated in Figure 12.
The central element of the teaching machine is Illiac. a high-speedy
general-purpose digital computer. The student communicates with the computer
by means of a keyset consisting of 16 keys o Some of these keys enable him to
control the presentation of the material by the machine., The others are used
by the student to indicate his answers to the machine's questions = The
machine communicates with the student by means of closed circuit television.
Material is presented in two different ways.
1. The machine presents static textual material by commanding a slide
selector to select an approximate slide for display.
2. Dynamic material or material furnished in the course of instruction
(such as student answers) is written by the machine on the TV display tube
by means of an intervening buffer storage tube„
The general logic by which instruction takes place is indicated by
Figure 13.
Textual material is presented on a sequence of slides. When the student
has finished reading a given slide, he ma\ proceed to the next slide by
pushing the continue' button. Similarly, if he desires to review material
contained on a previous slide, he may do so by pushing Veverse"., On
certain slides, questions are posed to the student „ He cannot "continue"
from such a slide until he has successfully answered all the questions
thereono The typical format of such a slide is indicated in Figure 14, As
the student types in his answer, the machine displays it -- digit by digit --
in the space provided for the answer on the slideo As soon as the student
indicates to the machine that he has completed his answer, the machine responds
by indicating "OK or °N0", depending on the correctness of the answer^
(of o Figure 15)
»
9, Progress Report for June^ July, and August, I960, Coordinated Science
Laboratory, University of Illinois. Urbana, Illinois, Contract DA-36-039-
SC~85122„
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He may continue to punch in revised answers until the machine indicates
that the answer is correcto In addition^ he has the option of indicating
to the machine that he needs help in answering the question by pushing the
"help" buttono In this case^ the machine jumps to a "HELP" sequence
appropriate to that question. In this sequence^ further textual material^
if necessary, is presented, and the original question is broken up into a
series of "easy" subquestions, designed to lead the student stepwise to the
solution of the main question^ If the student decides he needs no further
help at any point in the help sequence, he may indicate this to the machine
by pushing the "aha" buttono This causes the machine to confront the student
once more with the initial main question^ As indicated in Figure 13, failure
to answer the question properly leads to a return to the help sequence at the
point it was broken offo On the other hand, if a student should feel it
necessary to ask for help in the help sequence, the machine itself will provide
him with the appropriate correct answer.
The important features of the machine arei
1. The material is presented to successive students in a standard,
objective fashiono
2. Each student may proceed at his own speed, seeking as much or little
supplementary material as he wishes, subject to the boundary condition that
he must solve successfully a prescribed sequence of problems.
3,, The machine keeps an accurate record of each "move" the student
makes o Thus at the end of an instruction period, the experimenter has at
his disposal a print-out of how long the student spent on each page,
what sequence of right and wrong answers were given, how long a problem
required solution, as well as at what point help was requested, etc^
4o The student knows as soon as he has worked a problem, whether his
solution was correct or incorrect „ In the latter case, the machine can
indicate 'NO" without in any way revealing the correct solution.
Current plans for the project run in two directions.
1.. The construction of a machine with the same teaching logic as just
described which will be able to handle more than one student concurrently.
In this version of the machine, two or more students will be able to work
completely independently,
35
2o Some preliminarv studies with the current 1-student machine^ Such
studies will involve 30-60 minute portions of subject matter to be taught
to a variety of subjects o Subject-matter currently being developed for
machine operations includes
a. Elementary number theory
bo German grammar
Co Some aspects of computer programming.
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6. PLASMA BEAM GROUP
D„ H, Cooper Ro Hill H. Go Slottow
Ao Nordsieck P. Hunt N„ Wax
D„ Bitzer M. Raether E„ C, Wisman
Bo L. Hicks
Progress of this group will be contained In a separate report.
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Shop Note
During this quarter a new technique fcr fabricating multiple as well as
single electrical feedthrcughs in metal^ easily brazed tc stainless steel through
a Kovar ring and capable cf being baked-out to a temperature of 700 D, has been
perfected. It consists of molybdenum shept and molybdenum pins isolated electri-
cally with 1720 alumina silicate glass. Zne process by which this is achieved
occurs in the steps outlined below, (See Figure 16).
Molybdenum shee"!: (0.015 ' cr 0,025") is first dimpled using a ball bearing
in an arbcr press. One-eighth inch diameter holes are then drilled in the
bottom of each dimple, '"he feedthrough pms are 1.-16' diameter moly rods with
1/8*' diameter moly heads copper brazed in place. Glass beads of 1720 alumina
silicate glass are cut from 1,4 diameter cane. 3/32 thick, with a 1/16' dia-
meter hole drilled through the center using a sonic drill.
The moly sheet and pins are next hydrogen fired at 900 C and oxidized in
an oxygen-rich gas flame. The moly shee**" is then placed horizontally in the
oven, dimples do^n, with the glass beads over the dimples and moly pins inserted
in place. A jig alleys each pin tc drop vertically of its cwn weight as the
glass scftens, and maintains correct centering of each pin. The process is
completed in an atmosphere of argcn at 1150 C for five minutes. The completed
assembly is cooled slowly in argcn.
The advantage of this method is that a large number cf feedthroughs can be
inserted in a small area: multiple feedthroughs 'vith as high as "welve pins in
a circle of 7 8 diameter have already been fabricated.
This method proved equally good for single feedthroughs.
N. Yassos
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